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·Director r~signs
@
;ft~rtlir-~e days
,
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-· By TRAVIS SPENCER

·
. know-y9~. re~eptiqn M.onday. The
News editor
, -,
. ,· next two days were ,work.
_.
., - Thursday morning, she handed in
. T.lie new assistai}t ~irector for her letter of n:;signation_.
_
Student.Life and Greek Affairs
Dave Milberg, director of
resigned' Thursday morning after .. ' stugent activities, .said the position
three days of work.
.
should be filled quickly.
- ''It's safe to say (the job) wasn't
. "Hopefully by Monday we can
what she thought it was supposed let people know we can find a ,
to be," said Lou Hencken, vice replacemerit," he.said.
president for ' student affairs, of
Milberg would not comment on
J_ennifer Wal\ace. "It's uriforti.mate who the next_possible selection
arid also fortunate. It's better to would be. But Hencken said the
find out in a·_few days if you don't riext person in line for the position
like the job.'' ·
will be offered the job.
Wallace was urtavailab_le for
''We alre~dy called-the No. 2
comment Thursday:
· person on the list -and we hope she
''I was very surprised," said accepts the job," h.e said. "The No. ·
TETSUYA KIKUM~SA/Associate photo editor Kevin Piket, a mewber of. the . 2 candidate was very close. Insearch committee. "I.didn't see some minds, she was the one for
·
·
any signs of it"
·
the position." , - ' ·
Paul Jfec~e? .{leffj 1 a sophomore zaology major, Darin Johnson (eenter),_flfreshman computa science ·. H . ·k· ·.- ·. ··ct· h. < ,. :d,·h .
: ti~ .. .s
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v
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mo_rning.
"It's unfo~tunate beca;se -now
''The letter was very, .very we need a greek adviser," Piket
short," Hencken ~aid. i 'It just said · said. "This puts us hack where we
, 'I'm s_ubmitting.my resignation were a month ago," ~-- ·
'
effective immediately.'"
The director of Student Life and
Wallace's first day on the job Greek Affairs is responsible for
consisted basically of a get-tosee DIREGTOR page two
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Galllpus political observers say
BuCh8nafrwo.11't get nomination

.By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor.- ··-

c;ould win.
foreign goods and has· Been
" T h· e critical of big bu_siness - a
difficulty is traditional .Republican con st~
· Despite hi§ win in New
,.-that Dole and ituency.
Hampshire, Pat Buchanan's
Alexander are .
The_former political ~f omextreme views should keep him too close right . mentator has also been attacked·
from the Repu_blicari~pr(?sidential
now in votes for his stance on homosexuals,
nominatfon, campus political
artd it's not women and minor_itie s. Two
By JESSICA BAKER .
observers said. ·
clear ·which staffers have resigned after being
Staff writer
Buchanan turm;d the Repubshould drop linked to extremist hate groups,
.- lican presidentia(contest on its
Pat Bi,chanan out,": McNitt and Buchanan recently said he
The Residence Hall Ass ear Ttiesday.;,'.: affor a':.sfim,,victory
said. .
.
wouldn't hire an openly gay
ociaticm voted Thursday 21-3 in
· 'bverJ~i( ~~f~~l{!:~µth1~a n
, Barbara: Poole.,: ·an as~ociate· ,- person.in liis.adminis_tration_. ·
-f avor of endorsing any cand-·
got 2'8 petq:nt of the :vote;. as professor iji 'politfcal s'cience, :said . '·, ·:Jn:..ord~r for;Qole. QFAlexander . ) date~ r:um_1ing for the 1l oncompared to . D6I~?F 2 7-> and :t~~ 601? ··knpws:· BU GA an.a h
to tie fl~JtU.o ,reg~1.n ~ _omentum: . .. ,qmipus '.,seats in , the. April
former Ttmnessee Gov. Lamar... unelectable and "I don't think he College Republicans .President .. Studeni'Go~eriunent ;election . .
Alexander's 23. Millionaire Steve really does,repres~ht most_R.epub- · Bryan Gutraj said they have _to_., The RHA members i~itially
. Fo~bes had 12percent., • ' .
. licans in the. Republican fatty;"
foc~s less on negative Cl;lmvoted against not endorsing the
. Political Science Department'
Buchanan_ has · been under paigning.
· candidates and then decided to
Chairman AndrewMcN~tt said attack by fellow Republicans for
"I thought Dole would h_ave a
re -vote op the issu_e after
Republican vdters . wilLflock- -tµ _what they'ye called· an isolationist_ much better showing than he _did,"
discussing it further. '
another :fronkru,nner to stop ., view ~f' foFeign aifairs. Buchatian . Glitraj said. "But_th~n again ypu·.
"There were two motions on·
Buchanan. ',
.. , . .- wants to . repeal the North take a look at the types of · . the .floor, the .first motion was
. . "If-(Buchanan) w~re to emerge · American Free Trade Agreement advertising that were~done by
not to endorse the candidates
the clear front~runner I don'.t , J NAFTA) and the Global Agree- · both campaigns·, Buchanar{ haci
· and that failed 3-23 with two
think he could hold, it for very - meni orf .Tariffs - and Trade much more positive campaig'ns · abstentions," RHA President T.J.
long," McNitt said. ''!think voters · (GAT'.f), which he says have than did Dole, and :_that was
Frey said. "ihe second motion
-would switch to (whichever) . of taken-American jobs overseas. He evident even in the iµterviews."
was to -endorse the candidates
- the other front-r'\lnnerstliey thi~ , aiso wa_nts to im~rease tariffs on·
See BUCHANAN page 2
·which passed 21-3 \Vith no

,,.
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RHA·votes to endorse·
stu·dent cand-idates

rs , ,

0

.as

abstentions."
A committee will be formed
to interview the prospective
candidates to bring recommendations for endorsements to ·
RHA.
"I .think the endorsements aie ·
.a, go?d idia,", Frey ·said. '.'.~is. is '
a ·greai'wa.y:for .RJIA· to 'have ' a
voice in the-Serrate." .
In other RHA business:
■ Nominations for the
McKinney Scholarship will be
brought up at the next RHA
meeting. The McKinney Scholarship recognizes an-outstanding
:freshman, or transfer student .in
any residence hall who part:"
icipates regularly in RHA or the
Hall CounciL
.
■ Eurica Sadler, special
See RHA page 2
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Twostu.derlts hold positionS .in ·model government program
.

-"'

By REAGAN BRANHAM ·
Student goveminenfeditor
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the govemor of Model Illinois Government.
"Model Illinois Government itself gives
Cutnmins, ajunior sociology majpr, ~ill be - · you such an enormous educational
the president of the senate, which he said _is experience. It brings the textbook to life," he
. Imagine playing. Gov. :Jiin Edgar for four comparable to Gingrich's position. .
said. "It brings .about more governmental
_days or having the:power of House Speaker
Skogsberg and Cummins will be filling awarenes's to college students. You are only
Newt Gingrich.
,
two of the approximately JO executive board · able to do that by doing it you~self!'
Eastern students t>.J. Skogsberg -and Brett seats - a high percentage for the only seven
1Sttidents come from 29 c()lleges· around .
Cummins will be going t o Springfield for Eastern students going to_ Springfield for the Illinois to.Springfield to jump into the shoes
the Model Illinois ·Government to do just . program.
. of senators, representatives, lobbyists,
tbat.
.. ·'
.
"We:ve come to the poin.1. that we can'_t journalists and other members of the Illinois
Skogsberg, a senior elementary education , learn anymore so now ·we're at the teaching · govemme1_1t. . ,
._ . .
.
•major,·wm be playing the role of Edgar.as .phase," Skogsberg said.
Each student researches bills to ·either .

•

support the bills or persuade others not to
pass the bill.
Once a bill is passed, Skogsberg then has
the authority to veto it.
·
''I'm playing .the role that Jim Edgar
wo\lld play," Skogsberg said.
· The program is a way for students to
understand the processes that occur in
Springfield to pass a bill, he said.
·
One of the most memorable parts of the
See GOVERNMENT page 2
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Dole brands Buchanan as extremist, wants more votes Edl
lear
BUCHANAN

WASHINGTON (AP) - It was two days
before the New Hampshire primary and Pat
Buchanan was pacing in his hotel room,
shaking his head in bewilderment at a Bob
Dole television ad labeling Buchanan "too
extreme" to be president.
"Why is my old friend doing this to me?"
Buchanan asked a visitor. "Go back over
this entire campaign. I have never said anything harsh about Bob Dole. But he left me
no choice."
The wisdom of the decision to cast
Buchanan as an extremist is being hotly
debated within the Dole campaign and in
broader GOP circles, where many believe
that it is Dole who went to extremes with his
criticism.
Since Dole launched his ad, Buchanan has
dropped any reluctance to attack the Kansas
senator, even though he has told close associates he still believes Dole.is most likely to
emerge as the Republican nominee.
In the final days of the New Hampshire
campaign, Buchanan launched ads criticizing Dole for supporting billions in tax
increases and said the Senate majority leader
had sided with big banks and corporations
on trade and foreign aid deals that Buchanan
says cost American jobs.
And as B.uchanan campaigned Thursday

RH A

people and my movement to support someone who's called me a lot of names."
frompageone - - Publicly, Dole aides defended the strategy.
McNitt and Poole said Dole can still
Pool~ said she expects Dole to continue
"None whatsoever," Dole campaign mantelevision attacks against Buchanan, and get the nomination.
ager
Scott Reed said when asked if he had
"It's
really
going
to
be
between
Dole
his advantage in funding will ultimately
any
doubts
about the anti-Buchanan ad and
give him the edge. Dole has $4.8 million and Alexander," Poole said. "I think many
subsequent
attacks.
of ready cash on hand, as compared to Republicans would find it difficult to vote
Dole has stuck to the script, framing the
Buchanan's $101,000.
for Buchanan . He's too far out of the
race as "between mainstream conservatism
"(For) Dole, what I sense he's going to mainstream - (to win) the Republican
and extremism." A radio version of the New
do is still do negative ads hitting on party's going to really (have to) focus on
Hampshire ad is being aired in South
Buchanan," Poole said. "Basically I think what they want."
Carolina.
money's the key, and that's what it comes
A successful Buchanan candidacy creSeveral top Dole advisers have opposed
down to."
ates the ultimate problem for
the
strategy from the outset. Some believe
Gutraj said Dole and Alexander will Republicans: finding someone who can
the
ad cost Dole a victory in New
have to focus more on the issues and less unite the party and beat President Clinton.
Hampshire,
by motivating Buchanan voters
"I think it will create substantial probattacking of each other if they want to
and feeding into his rivals' complaints that a
wm.
lems for the Republican Party in terms of
desperate Dole was going negative.
"I think they would have to start focus- getting a candidate that can beat Clinton,
Some outside strategists warn that in
ing more on what they want to do to bet- it gives the appearance of a party in disarlabeling
Buchanan extreme, Dole is casting
ter the country and stop attacking every- ray," McNitt said.
aspersions on Buchanan voters, a conone," Gutraj said. "I keep hearing Dole
McNitt and Poole both said they think
stituency that will be critical to whoever carsay 'this •is for the heart and soul .o f the the direction of the race will change as
ries
the GOP banner against President
Republican Party' but he doesn't sp~cify '. riiore mir(or candidates drop out and their
.
Clinton
in the fall.
what he wants to do."
~uppoiters go' ~ith the other candidates, .
Ralph Reed,,_ex:ecutive, d,irector of the
Christian Coalition, cqmpru;ed the a~cks on
in. Arizona, he suggested Dole and others
"I've always supported the Republican Buchanan to those leveled at religious
who say Buchanan risks dividing the party nominee," he said. "But I tell you, the name broadcaster Pat Robertson when he sought
ought to look in the mirror.
calling is making it very difficult for my the 1988 GOP nomination.
C

from page one

events coordinator of University
Board, asked RHA members to
volunteer as dealers for Casino
Night, which is March 1 in the
University Ballroom . The UB
would give RHA $100 if at least
30 members volunteered for the
event.
"So far only eight members
have signed up, but we are trying
to get more people to volunteer,"
Frey said: ·· ,. ,, .~ ' 1 ··' ' '' , ', ·'
■ RH1\' i's going to bid for the
Illinois
Residence
Hall
Association conference to be held

at Eastern in 1998.
"RHA representatives would
have go before a committee and
present information on why we
want to host the state conference," Frey said.
■ RHA will be adding · on to
Eastern 's web page on the
Internet. Frey said the page will
be a great way to communicate
with other RHA organizations
and' should be up and running in a
couple of weeks.
■ RHA members tabled the
discussion of microfridge s, a

DIRECTOR

frompageone

advising the lnterfraternity
Council and Panhellenic
Council, as well as working
with other student organizations.
Wallace was selected about
two weeks ago for the position
because of her experience working in similar areas at other universities.
She previously worked at the
James River Corporation and
was a graduate student assigned
to greek life at the University of
Cincinnati.
She was replacing the fotmer
assistant director of Student
Life Eileen Sullivan, who left
the position in July.

Jennifer Wallace
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Clinton hopes Republicans buy
Greenspan-laced Fed package
WASHINGTON
(AP)
President Clinton assembled a
Federal Reserve package deal he
hopes will keep the economy growing smoothly through the election
year, nominating Republican Alan
Greenspan for a third term as chairman and White House budget
direc:tor Alice Rivlin for the No. 2
spot.
Making the announcements
Thursday in an Oval Office ceremony, Clinton said he also was
nominating St. Louis economist
Laurence H. Meyer to fill a third
Fed seat. He acknowledged he was
forced to do some arm twisting to

GOVERNMENT
event is that the students are
debating the bills in the actual
house and senate chambers of the
capitol, he said.
Skogsberg said this is his third
year participating. He began as a
student attorney two years ago
and last year was the recording
justice for the Supreme Court. I;Ie
won t~e
tstarctlog· Ddeg ate
award in 1994 and the Ramsey
award for the best original legislation in 1994.
Cummins said he is also in his

9

University Theatre
presents:

from page one

third year. He has played the role
of a committee chairman and the
senate majority leader, and was
awarded Outstanding Committee
Chairman in 1994.
Cummins said his job as president of the senate is to regulate
the debate of bills.
"l i;nake su~e debate goes
along, that we don ' t get too
caught up in minute details,"
Cummins said.
Cummins said the four-day
event in the capitol is an unforget-

table experience.
"Once it starts, you are on an
adrenaline high for four days ,"
Cummins said. "You are trying to
work deals in the middle of the
night for your party."
He added although he may only
get 3-4 hours sleep, if that, he has
always enjo~ed his experience in
Springfield.
"Model Illinois Government is
your life for four days and you
live the governmental experience," Skogsberg added.

WEEKEND SPECIAL!

DIRTY
WORK
ATTHE

CROSSROADS
8pm February, 21- 24,
28, 29, March 1, 2
and

2pm February 25 and
March 3
On the Mainstage in
Doudna Fine Arts Center
Tickets: $8 for adults;
$6 for Senior citizens,
youth, & EIU faculty/staff;
$3.50 EIU Students
Season tickets available
Call 581-3110 for reservations and
.·,
·.. ·..· ,,,,,~
; 1ickeUnfarmation... ·. · •. •• ,·
.,,,.,

.... ..............
~

~""·""'"'-"""""""'""'""""""""'""""""'"""""""""""""""'"""".........._..=__,.........

put the team together.
Earlier this month, Rivlin bluntly
expressed her lack of interest in a
Fed position, saying she preferred
to remain head of the Office of
Management and Budget to see the
marathon budget negotiations to a
conclusion.
But Clinton joked, "I haven't lost
all my powers of persuasion .

Battered and bloodied as I may be,
I can still, once in a while, make a
good argument."
Clinton, trying to fill three of the
seven seats on the Fed board of
governors in an election year with
the Senate in Republican hands,
hopes that by combining Greenspan, a conservative Republican,
with two Democrats, he can win
approval as a package deal.
Rivlin and Meyer, while both
Democrats, are considered to have
more mainstream economic views,
and the initial reaction from congressional Republicans was favorable.
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ducation, quick
earning important
oints of candidate
started as general counsel and
vice president
Peggy Bradford pointed to her
for legal and
ucational background and her
human services.
ility to learn quickly as reasons
In that position
hy she should be selected as
she managed
tern's new legal counsel.
outside litigaBradford was interviewed
Peggy Bradford tion, inside litigation· and advisursday as the first of five candites for Eastern's legal counsel - a ed students.
sition requiring a single attorney
Outside litigation involves ·
handle Eastern's legal services, defense and inside litigation deals
nnerly handled by the Board of with preventive law and seeking
vemors.
settlements to avoid going to court,
Legal services became the she said. She also represented the
.
ponsibility of Eastern on Jan. 1 school in arbitration and mediation Eastern faculty and students q.onate blood T}iursday.. afternoon in the Univer9ity Ballroom in the Martin
n the termination of the BOG, matters.
_
.
, , r :. ,,!,,I't~~r. Kinj?./f., Un_ijier~ity _Uni.of}: A total of 220,pints was collected on the fourth day of the "EJU vs. SIU
en the university became gov- , · -' Brai:lfo~d sajd,5he:cl,J.ike·,t.he,posi• •. ,B(ooa. iJr~~e Challenge."
edby'the-Bbard·of1mstees'.·· ,}! '•':tiol"i at Eastern because of the proSin.::_e'1tfie''.B()~l:toahd6ni!tHts •· fessi.o nal challenge it would offer
r'v i~es·, Eastern staffers, who her. She's also looking for a smalleady have full-time jobs, have town atmosphere that is accessible
lect 187 pints tomorrow to beat donors this week have been stuen working extra hours to ensure to a big city.
By DONNA CUISIA
dents.
se services are still offered.
She has the ability to work .:. . A: .ccc..: :ti'-v.:. :it.:. :ie. :cs.. .:e. .:cd.:. :it-"-o.:. . r_ _ _ _ _ __ SIU.
"It'll be tough but it's not out of
Faculty and community memRequirements for the position quickly and has even worked 80
A
low
turnout
of
blood
donors
our
reach,"
Cline
said.
"It'll
take
a
bers
have also contributed to the
lude a minimum of three years hours a week to do the job right.
blood drive, Cline said.
perience in civil law. Bradford "I've dealt with more problems Thursday may cause Eastern to be heck of a turnout to get it."
defeated by Southern Illinois
Stu den ts and faculty are
Cline said he hopes members of
d she has practiced law for 11 than could come up at Eastern," she
the
greek system, student organiUniversity
in
a
competition
encouraged
to
donate
blood
from
ars.
said.
zations
and residence halls show
between
the
two
universities.
10
a.m.
to
3
p.m.
today
in
the
She received her Bachelor of
Bradford said that instead of
Dave Cline, donor services con- University Ballroom of the Martin up to the blood drive today in
ience at Southern Illinois Univer- offering her interpretation of the
great numbers.
sul tan t for the American Red Luther King Jr. University Union.
in Carbondale; she earned her law off the top of her head, she will
"I just really want to beat SIU,"
Cline
said
the
outcome
of
this
Cross,
said
220
pints
were
collect·s Doctorate from the University research her answers. Sometimes
Cline
said. "And there's nothing I
ed
out
of
a
goal
of
350
pints.
He
battle
depends
solely
on
the
stuIowa, College of Law in Iowa people have to wait for the answers
can do about it now."
ty; and in 1985, she received her because she doesn't like to make also said he had no idea why the dents at this point.
"It depends on how bad stuAlthough the donor census was
turnout was low when traditionalaster of Science from Southern mistakes.
low
yesterday, Cline said many
dents
want
to
beat
SIU,"
he
said.
ly
Thursdays
are
the
busiest
days.
nois University in Carbondale.
Bradford also said her counsel"It's
all
up
to
them
now."
As
a
result
of
Thursday's
drive,
volunteers
came o:ut to upport _1 ~•
She is now a consultant for Elgin ing style is preventive. "I look to
drive and help reach the goal:- ,. ,,
Cline
,said
a,
maJori-ty,-ofPhe
the,
American
Red
Cross
must
colsta}C!OUt,of
.courts/',she-added.,•,
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Eastern losing blood drive against SIU
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BSU's parent luncheon to be Saturday
By NORA KELLY
Staff writer
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A Trailmobile employee reported criminal
mage to his property after running over a
iked metal object with his car as he entered
plant Monday.
Tim Strohl, a Trailmobi-l e supervisor,
orted at 6:30 a.m. Monday damage to an
e ployee's vehicle. Police contacted the
ner of the vehicle, Braden Haumesser, 30,
R.R. 3 Box 214.
Haumesser told police he drove through the
es of rallying union workers and didn't
tice anything until he pulled into the parkg lot. He heard a clicking in the front pasnger tire and got out to check the tire.
aumesser said the tire was going down andJ
found the object, commonly known as a
· k spike, and could identify the hole.
In other Charleston and campus police
ports:
■ Charles Orris, 48, of 102 Fourth St.,

reported at 10:50 p.m. Tuesday he had heard a
loud explosion and found a small plastic bottle
in his yard. Police found four " spent plastic
bottle bombs" all together.
■ Joseph Pegorin, 20, of Blue Island, was
cited at l :27 a.m. Saturday for possession of
false evidence of age and illegal purchase and
acceptance of alcohol along the 500 block of
Seventh Street.
■ Mark Deremiah, 44, of 908 Harrison,
reported at 7:50 a.m. Feb. 15, his business
Winnett & Deremiah, lOll Popular, had been
burglarized. He found the side door had been
forced open and several tools were missing.
The cash register had been pried open, but had
been no cash in it. A tire iron was found on the
floor under the cash register.

, _,,afPL>ne.
~,

The Black Student Union 's Seventh
Annual Parents ' Appreciation Luncheon
will be held Saturday in conjunction with
African-American Heritage Celebration.
The luncheon wilr be held at I p.m. in
the University B a llroom in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union . This
year's theme is "Parent 's Are Life ' s
Treasures."
"The luncheon will serve as a reminder
to students that parents know best although
we like to put their patience to the test,"
said Lois Britton, luncheon coordinator.
"Their love is unconditional and their sup-

CORRECTION _ _ _ _~~_,,.....-An article in the Thursday's edition of The Daily Eastern News incorrectly' reported
where the Division of Recreational and Sports was replacing free weights. The weights
would be replaced in the Student Recreation Center. The News regrets the error.
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FRIDAY NIGHT

SPOON

9- Close

with special guests!

ATURDAY NIGHT
SPRING flfl D
SHAKY

IRENE PLACENCIA
TREVOR GRIFFIN

ANDY McDEVITT
KEVIN PIKET
CURTIS MORGAN

GARRIN KAY

9-0ose
SHUTTLE BUS SERVICE

$2.00

Featuring state of the art light show

It all starts at 9:30!
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port is everlasting."
Britton also said Robert Pincham Jr., a
teacher at Paul Roberson High School in
Chicago, will speak about how parents are
able to mold their child into a mature adult
with strong morals.
" Robert P inch a m will spe ak of the
importance of parents and why they are
life's treasures," Britton added.
Britton said Pincham has a lot of important things to say and she hopes everyone
enjoys themselves.
Reigning Miss Black EIU Yolanda
Williams said it will be a very beneficial
and enjoyable weekend.
"We share our thoughts of love and
appreciation for our parents," she added.

Wrangler
Roast Beef

Small fries + Medium Drink

21s
Super Size . 30 cents.
703 W. Lincoln Open 24 Hours

•t1UI th t§ I,144kt1

Opinion
Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board.
Columns are the opinion of the author.
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Black History Month
events did.their job
in educating campus
The speeches, workshops and events highlighting Eastern 's first-ever African-American
Heritage Celebration have done a superb job
informing the campus and community about
black history.
Bobby Seale, co-founder and former leader
of the Black Panther
Party for Self Defense,
gave the university in- ~~ R%"~""""""~""""'-~-·= sight into the organization's fight against
racism in the 1960s.
Other highlights included an AfricanAmerican Heritage Dinner; educational lectures
on African-American hairstyles and dialects; a
perfopp_a n~ frpm _th~ University of Illinois
Black Chorus; and a play on the plight .of three
black women.
Several comedians entertained crowds at the
Rathskeller in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
But one of the best and most entertaining displays of African-American heritage and pride
will be demonstrated at the Miss Black EIU
Pageant at 8 p.m. Saturday in the Grand
Ballroom of the Union.
The competition's theme, "The Power,
Passion and Pride of Black Wo!nen," gives students, faculty and area residents the opportunity
to see examples of traditional attire in the
African garments category and the contestants'
hopes and dreams for their futures in the
impromptu question c~tegory.
Unlike beauty competitions, which mainly
focus on looks, Miss Black EIU focuses on the
ptj.de, beauty and history involved w_ith being an
African-American wo~ari. . .
Overall, it is the pinnacle of the month.
February's events, which were sponsored by
various organizations, have reminded students of
the importance of knowing African-American
history - no matter what month it is.
The departments and student organizations
that sponsored these African-American Heritage
Celebration events should be commended for
helping to educate the Charleston and Eastern
communities.
As a community, residents, students, faculty
and staff should make it a point to keep discussion and education of black history and heritage
alive.

Editorial

I

.;

' ' today's quote
Good, the more communicated, the
more abundant grows.
✓ohn

Milton

The Dally I
~~~

It's always depressing to receive
your paycheck and find out that the
about 20 percent is taken out for
taxes.
But even though it's a lot of
money, taxes can provide many
benefits in the long run - better
roads, secure prisons, better educa- TRAVIS SPENCER
tion, safer fire protection and even
state parks.
Regular columnist
One thing I don't want my tax
dollars going toward, however, is
helping a foreign company make it
easier to conduct business as it locks out about 1,000 area taxpaying residents at the same time.
About 1,200 union Trailmobile workers have been locked
out since Jan. 21. The two sides have met with a federal mediator four times in an attempt to compromise on a contract, but
nothing was accomplished in the talks.
So the foreign company locked out our local tax payers and
brought in replacements to work in their place.
More than 50 Illinois State Police troopers, Charleston
Police Department officers and Coles County Sheriff's
Department deputies were stationed at Trailmobile Monday
morning when replacement workers showed up for their first
day of employment.
Patrol cars escorted semi-trailers entering and leaving the
plant while the city officers, wearing riot gear, and state troopers lined 14th Street to keep union members on the shoulder
of the road. One trooper from the State Police videotaped the
·event as replacement workers arrived daily.
The State Police even had a helicopter circle the area in
case violence broke out.
Another 50 State Police troopers drank coffee in the basement of First Christian Church, 411 Jackson Ave., as they
stood by in case of an emergency. The Mattoon Poli ce
Department also was on standby if needed, said Mattoon
Police Chief Dave O'Dell.
Sources estimated that about 10 percent of all troopers in
the State Police were being paid to "remain neutral" and
make sure the replacement workers were in a safe environment.
The police continued to patrol the area the rest of the week
with a down-sized number of officers.
"The biggest question is how much does this cost, and if

Gov. (Jim) Edgar is willing to
spend that much money, why
doesn't he just give it to the workers?" asked union s upporter
Michael Kuo.
According to Edgar's office, the
deployment of State Police troopers was not given by the governor.
"That's not really something the
governor has a role in," a
spokesman said. "I'm sure the
State Police would be happy to talk
...,
to you about it."
Trooper Rick Hector, safety education officer for the State
Police, said the exact number of troops stationed in
Charleston could not be released, nor could the amount of
overtime being paid out to the officers.
He did say depending on how long shifts are, some officers
will be paid overtime while stationed in Charleston.
"Definitety there has been some overtime," he said. "This is
a general procedure for this kind of situation.
" We played the sa me role in Decatur but their police
department is much bigger so we didn't have to be involved
as much," he said. " Coles County and Charleston Police
Department are not nearly the size, so there is a need for more
assistance."
He said the call for police assistance in crowd situations
usually starts out locally and then the State Police decides
how many troopers to position at the scene.
"We' ll provide any assistance that is needed," said Mark
McDonald, a spokesman for the State Police headquarters in
Springfield. "In some cases, such as this one, there may have
been more assistance than needed, but you never know what
to expect."
He's right. It's a good thing the State Police had a helicopter flying around in case a war broke out and aerial combat was needed. It pleases me that our state is willing to go the
extra length to protect a foreign company that is ignoring our
community.
Instead of escorting the semi-trailers out of the locked
plant, the State Police should escort the Indonesian owner to
Central lliinois to meet 1,200 hungry families.

"It pleases me
that our state is
willing to go the
extra length to
protect a foreign
company that is
ignoring our
community."

- Travis Spencer is news editor and a regular columnist for
-The Daily Eastern News.
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Student Body President.
I was always under the impression that a political cartoon was to
team to have at Eastern. He has pur- be humorous in the way that it clevchased mats on which to practice, erly jabs the subject through some
secured a regular practice time and form of satire. What I saw on Friday
Dear editor:
enabled
us to purchase needed was a sad and unintelligent attempt
It is too easy to sit back and criti- ·
at such cleverness . Instead of cunequipment for the team 's use.
cize the efforts of individuals. or
McBee, you are greatly appreciat- ning, I saw a di sg ustingly blatant
groups when one has never been in
cut-down of Gutraj . It is one thing
the place of the ones being criti- ed by the cheerteams, their coaches to use one's brain to earn respect
and by me , their adviser. Without
cized. Do not misunderstand, critiyour help, the Eastern cheerleading through a depiction of satire, and
cism is a method used to bring about
program
would be in shambles. another to have what appears to be
change. However, if one is to critiThanks so much for giving u s no talent concerning humor and havcize actions of others, one should
ing to turn something in by the
respect.
put himself or herself in the place of
deadline.
Andrew
M.
White
the persons being faulted.
I really feel sorry for the people
Several letters, opinions and comthat may work hard in order to cirmentaries in recent month s have
culate this publication . I feel sorry
be e n unju s tly critica l of Robert
for them becau s e of people like
M cBee, Eastern's athletic director.
Mike Rice, who through ignorance
McBee has been made out to be Dear editor:
and immaturity, keep the paper at
some kind of a villain whenever the
It appears that The Daily Eastern the intellectual level that it is for
cheerteams are me ntioned. Setting News has reached another new low mo st people : a daily collection of
the record straight, McBee has and concerning maturity and profession- announce ments and coupons.
continues to b e a friend to alism in its publication . Thi s
Keep the ads running for a new
cheerteams. He has made continuing achievement I am referring to is cartoonist, maybe one day you'll get
efforts to elevate them to the status Friday' s "ca rtoon " dealing with _a break.
which one would expect an athletic Bryan Gutraj and hi s running for

your t urn

The News cartoonists
have reached new low
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Melody of strings
Sam McClure (left) and Myung-Hee Chung (center) from the University of Wisconsin at Whitewater pe,form during their
recital Thursday night in the Dvorak Concert Hall in the Doudna Fine Arts Center.

'Franklinstein' display to be addressed
in Tarble Arts Center this weekend
By ANDREW RODGERS
Staff editor

lights, music, sound and movement that
presents various elements of Benjamin
Franklin's life.
Wendy Calman, creator of "Franklin-_
"Ben, for me, became a symbol for
stein," will present a gallery talk about her things that I was interested in," Calman
artwork at 2 p.m. Suii~ay il); ® Tarble said. "When fsl:ati:ed=teadibg aboutfiim, 1
Arts Center.
realized ... he would be recognizable, and
Caiman's exhibit has been on display could stand for a lot of the issues that I
since January 13.
was wanting to discuss."
"Franklinstein" rocks in his chair, taps
Admission to the gallery talk is free and
open to the public.
his fingers and feet, nods and speaks vari"('Franklinstein') is a large-scale kinet- ous quotations.
ic sculpture, part Ben Franklin, part
The creation also plays musical comFrankenstein," Calman said.
positions written by Franklin.
It is a mechanical, fused personality of
After the 20-minute presentation, a

small mouse peeks out from under
"Franklinstein's" pocket.
"I wanted people to sit ther~," Calman
said. "But I felt like they had to be entertained."
"Frank:Jinstein" is the cent~rpiece of
Caiman's eight mixed media projects and
constructed print pieces on display at
Tarble Arts Center.
None of Caiman's other projects are as
interactive as "Franklinstein," but four of
her other exhibits relate to Franklin in
other capacities.
Immediately following the presentation,
there will be a reception for the artist.
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Music recital to train

1

CfiiirlestonJsiLidenfs
By DONNA CUISIA
Activities editor

A preparatory recital for elementary, junior high and
high school students will begin at 4 p.m. today in
Dvorak Concert Hall.
The recital focuses on giving younger students a
chance to perform for one another in an informal setting, said Karen Larvick Sanders, professor of music
and director of the program. These students are taught
by upper-class music majors, who are mentored by facBy DANA LINDLEY
.
A member of the faculty, staff or administration must ulty members.
Staff writer
nominate the student, and one reference must provide a letMusicians will perform solo and ensemble pieces on
ter of recommendation.
instruments such as the piano and the horn, Sanders
Students who want recognition for their scholastic
"We are looking for students of high academic achieve- said. The preparatory program was developed to allow
achievement and extracurricular activities should submit an ment who have demonstrated outstanding leadership abili- younger students as well as college students the opporapplication to the Office of Student Life by Feb. 27.
ty," said Ceci Brinker, assistant director of Student Life.
tunity to gain more knowledge about teaching music,
W}lo's Who Awong Students in American Universities
"This is an opportunity for our students to be recognized she said.
and' Colleges jll' fionor, 'the 30 to' 40.-wipners by 12r filing nationally along with others who exemplify the qualities of
'The program motivates the students and encourages
them in the 1995-96 encyclopedia. sfud~ntl can purchase; ·. Ieadersrn.p and achievem~nt," Brip.ker said. "Over 1,700 them to practice," she said. "It's very rewarding to see
the book from the publisher:
~·
'
•
• other-campuses _are repr~sen\ed: •~"', : , ,"." ,..
: • · · · students and student teachers progress through the proMany Eastern students have won this award, and some gram."
To qualify, a student must have completed 60 or more
,.., ... ,, . . . , . .
undergraduate hours, earned a 3.0 or better cumulative more than once. Applications are available at the Office of
Sanders said she started the program around 1970
grade point average and volunteered in service to the com- Student Life, Room 316 in the Martin Luther King Jr. and has been the coordinator on and off for the past 26
munity or university.
University Union.
years.

National recognition awards student success
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, The EIU Collegians will perform a variety concert that includes everything from Broadway to
disco at 7:30 p.m. Saturday in the Dvorak Concert
Hall.
Tickets cost $2 for senior citizens and students
with a valid ID and $3 for adults.
Robert Hills, associate professor of music and
director of the EIU Collegians, said this performance will be more involved than regular choral
ensembles . A total of 41 different songs will be
performed.
The group will play musical styles such as
Broadway, pop, jazz, Dixieland, rock 'n' roll, disco
and country music . There will be 14 singers and
dancers, dressed in costumes, on stage accompanied by a nine-piece rhythm and brass combination.
"It takes a special talent (to perform in this type
of show)," Hills said. "You can't just be a singer
and you can't just be a dancer. You have to do both
and do both things well."
The concert will be different from ones in the
past in that there will be fewer people performing
on stage, Hill said.
Fewer people on stage "makes the sound a little
better and stronger," Hills said, adding there will
be "a better balance" between vocals and music.
Recently, the EIU Collegians performed for a
scholarship foundation and are in the process of
performing at area restaurants and for community
and civic organizations, Hills said.
Their final concert will be performed during
Celebration Weekend, which takes place the last
weekend of April.
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America's Best Dressed Sandwich

RESTAURANT &.
BANQUET FACILITY

16 OZ. LG. DRAIT~ ~ 1.50 f kt

1412 4TH ST.
CHARLESTON

DAIQUIRI'S $2.25

BAR MIXERS $2.25

LUNCH srECIALS I I AM 2 PM

phone number is

345-7827

Turk e y Sandwich
$3.95
Tuna Salad
$3.50
Soup of th e Day - New England Clam Chowder
$Z.OO for a Bowl. $1.50 w/Sandwich

DINNER

5 oz. Podt Cho -Re . or Pubhouse Cod $6.50

Please do not call the
number advertised in
yesterday's paper.
The
Daily Eastern News
regrets the error.

Visa,
Mastercard,
Discover&..
American Express
Accepted
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"Experience our Hometown Magic"

Winter Clearance
40 - 50% off
all adult clothing, watches, and clocks

March
15 - 20

North Side of the Square
LAYAWAY NOW AVAILABLE

348-881 1
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Track hosts championships ;
;

field advantage ," Mcinerney
said.
The men 's indoor track team
The men ' s and women ' s indoor track teams
has several returning athletes
will ho st the Mid-Continent Conference indoor
who won their events of one year
championships this weekend at 4:00 p.m. Friday
ago. Jason Waldschmidt won the
and 11 :00 a.m. Saturday at the Lantz Gymnasium
60-pound weight throw competiFieldhouse.
- ~ - - - ~ tion, Kert McAfee won the 800
The men's indoor track team finished in first
Justin Weiss
meter run and the mile relay team
place last year in the Mid-Con, and it is eyeing a
returns McAfee, Ralph Gardner
repeat this year. The women's indoor track team and George Wilson from last season's winning
finished second in the conference last year behind relay team.
the University at Buffalo.
Other athletes that are returning to defend their
The season for the men's and women's indoor titles are Tim Thompson in the men's high jump,
track teams is on the line this weekend; and the Wilson in the men's 200 meter run, Brandon
teams realize they must win now or be forced to Meiner in the men's 55 meter hurdles, McAfee in
wait until the next indoor season.
the men's 500 meter run and Justin Weiss in the
Assistant coach John Mcinerney said Thursday men's 500 meter run.
that he believed two teams would likely be
The men's and women's indoor track teams are
favored over Eastern's women's team - but the prepared to compete as a unit because their goals
Panthers have the always important home-field are to win the conference title.
advantage. •
"Champions are made of team efforts, and if
, "Buffalo a1-1d Yo ngstown ~tate \:Jniv~tsity are ,.someone is favored to win and doesn't then
favored to f)nis~-t1i;s Jn:the ' conferen_c _' in ,tlie ..,. ,Som'ftl),1$',e}se must step up," head men's coach
women's indoor competitfons, but We have home Tom A:i&r 'saiq,.
·
·

By LARRY HOLLAND
Staff writer
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WRESTLE
matter who's out there watching," Pena said. "I can't speak
for everyone else but I hope
being home is a motivation for
the other wrestlers."
McCausland said last week
the team faced a weak team in
Chicago State, but Northwestern
is a solid team up and down the
lineup.
And in order to be successful
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from page 8A

the Panthers need to stay
focused and keep their heads in
the match.
Pena said he is not intimidated by all of the Wildcats' talent.
"I don't care what team my
opponent comes from ," Pena
said.
"I look at it as me versus him,
and not what team he comes
from."

According to McCausland, in
order to enjoy success tonight,
there are a couple of things the
Panthers need to do .
"I expect us to pick up the
tempo and dictate the emotion
of the match a little bit more
than last week," McCausland
said.
"We also need to wrestle a little more aggressively."
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FREE
Lite Supper
&... Last Lecture
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Ifyou knew it was your last chance to speak to students, faculty, and staff- what would you say?
Come and hear what Dr. David ]oms will say!

WHEN: Monday, February 26, 6:00pm
WHERE: The Wesley Foundation
across 4th Street from Lawson Hall
DRESS: Casual
If you will be there please let us know by Friday night so
we can make food arrangements.
Call 348-8191 or 345-3455
or e-mail csts@eiu.edu or Chech out our Home Page:
http://www.eiu.edu/ad/sa/sa/rel/wf
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...................... $2.99

Vegetarian & Cheese - Provolone cheese and American Cheese,
fresh lettuce, tomato, real mayo
(Hellman's).. .
...........................
.....................
.. ........ $2.99

All our World Famous Hot Dogs served on our fresh buns we bake
here. All come with Regular or BBQ Chips!

~ --,~~Pl/.T'M,;t~;~;i.~·. ~i.c~l~:.°.~i°.~'. .r~li.s~'.. t°.~~t°.~~l~~~

Joey's Homemade Chicken Salad - Celery, onion, s 9jl/a
tuce, tomato, mayo... a little bite for a late
night... .................................... .............. ..

~·

u;;111ke Chicago, but two dogs in one bun. Crazy!. .......

·...:< .........................................................................$2.39

Joey's Best Beef BBQ - We slow simmer
cover with homemade sweet & zesty
sandwhich

• Same great dog & bun smothered in cheddar cheese.
....................
.. ..... $2.09

Italian Beef - Deli thin sliced
sauce with hot peppe'rs on the s
Mamma's ..... ..... ......... ..... ......... .. . .

ith a heaping pile of chili con came. Great!. ............ $2.09
rn Dog - The Best!. .................................. ........ $1.29
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2nd One Topping :
Pizza for just
1
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at: Charkston •9C9 18th Street

348-7515
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Please present coupon when paying.

5 softdough breadsticks with tomato sauce

. ,~
.'2
~--~-----------------~-~

j~

Italian Sausage - Spicy sausage cooked over our charbr
Mark to perfection - Awesome ........................ ........................ $

J

·h

:
.................. $1.79
...................... $2.79
....... ........... ....................... ........ $1.99
.................................. ............... $3.29
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The Weekend Is Always Special When
You Celebrate By Bating Pizza From:

Combo Beef & Sausage - Same great beef & saucet.JI
'
kick; a grilled sausage makes one of the best sandwi
s
here .......................................................................................... .....
Philly Cheese Steak - A 4oz. beef steak grilled with onions & sweet
peppers then covered with provolone cheese • the next best thing to
visiting Philly - Y,
..... $3.59

Onion Rings• Beer Battered (Don't Eat and Drive) ...................... $1 .49

Chicken Philly Chicken .............. ..

11

.... ... .... .. ... $ .79

Polish Sausage - Not for the faint·hearted • a giant, litely smoked
sau~age grilled over open flame then served with your choice of top·
ping onour own home made trench bread.....................................$2.89

Drinks
Ice Tea.Pepsi•Diet Pepsi-7-Up ...........................................................$79

Meatball Deluxe • 4, YES 4! 1 oz. meat baits stuffed on our home
made bread and Suffocated in our Gragdrna-style marinara red
sauce ............... ..................... ................. :.. ............. v·······•···•--·····$2.69
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Bottles of Lite, Rolling Rock, lcehouse
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- 22'8. Lite Longnecks
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Bar Drinks
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JEKRY S PIZZ1A '
&PUB
CORNER OF 4TH AND LINCOLN
345-2844 ~

Red Sauce

............ .. $2 .75

Ingredient Pizza
& Qt. of Coke

$795
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Joey's Deli Sandwiches - Big taste, lower
sandwhiches on the block. All
loaf or bread, bake

18 to enter
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$8. 95 f~r a pl?"
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At Panthers
9 pm - 2 am
Wildest
Ladies in
Charleston
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Get a 14" Thin Crust Pizza' ;' illI
with One Topping for just
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Roast Beef
makes this a trem
sandwhich
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After playing close for the first ·
10 minutes of the first half,

Eastern held the Lady Kangaroos
(8-15, 6-9 in the Mid-Con) without a point for 5:12 and went on a
11-0 run to increase their lead by
13 with 4:59 to play in the period.
The Lady Panthers held a 10point lead at the half and began the
second half with a 7-0 run to break
the game open.
Eastern coasted the rest of the
way en route to its 21-point win.
"We were more aggressive
because we wanted to win this
game," sophomore forward Barbora Garbova said. "It certainly
helped pick up the intensity of the
game."
Junior forward Sarah Probst
said the team was able to utilize its
post game because of the team's
patience.
"The inside game opened up
because we were very patient with
the ball," Probst said. "We were
getting a lq_t more passes in the
game, and because we were
patient, we saw inside a little better."

The Lady Panthers shot well all
night from the
field and the line.
Eastern hit 44
percent of its
shots for the
game, including
Barbara
46 percent from
Garbova
behind the arc.
But more importantly, the Lady Panthers hit 86
percent of their free throws, and in
the second half they were a perfect
10-10.
''That's certainly a big improvement over what we've been seeing," Klein said. "Shooting a free
tfuow is a lot like a field goal kicker. When they're not hitting the
field goals, there's not a whole lot
you can say to the guy. It's the
same as free throws; you just hope
your team puts them in."
Eastern had good performances
from their starters and their bench.
G . va led the team in scoring
(18 points), rebounding (nine
boards) and assists (four). Senior
center Missy Beck added nine

points and three rebounds.
Junior forward Sarah Probst
came off the bench to score 12
points - all in the first half, and
Senior guard Kenya Green added
10 points in a backup role.
Klein said that his team was
able to take UMKC out of its
game.
"I think we outmatched them in
terms of height," Klein said. "As
they got behind, they were forced
to go to a smaller lineup. They
were going to try to get some
threes off and maybe run a little
bit, and it didn't work for them.
"They have some kids on the
bench that can get it done on the
inside, but I think we took them
out of that game plan."
The win brings a halt to Eastem's two-game loosing streak and
one game from the .500 mark in
conference. UMKC has lost four
of their last five and have fallen to
eighth place in conference.
Eastern's next game will be
against Western Illinois University
this Saturday night in Lantz at 5
p.m.
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rrow
4:15, 7:00, 9:30

Bed of Roses (PG)
City Hall (R)

4:30, 6:45, 9:00

. 4:45, 7 :15,9:40

Rumble In the Bronx (R)
4:45, 7:15, 9:15

Muppet Treasure
ISia nd (G) 4 -30 6·45 9·oo
Mr. Holland's Opus (PG)

lZ MONKEYS~
Sat. & Sun. Mat.: 2:30
Daily 7:00, 10:00
JACK LEMMON
WALTER MATTHAI,'

GRUMrrnR

ow MfN ~

5:00, 8 :00

Black Sheep (PG-13)

5:30, 7:45, 9:50

Happy Gilmore (PG-13)

5:15, 7:30, 9:45

Happy Gilmore
Adam Sandler tPG-ul

Sat. & Sun. Mat.: 2:30
Daily 7:30, 9:45

SLATER

EVERYONE NEEDS
.MORE MONEY!

BROKEN

Right?
SO ... Vvhy not sell your
unVvanted items in
The Dally Eastern Neu,s
Classified Section!

TRAVOLTA Ii]

ARROW

Free Reiill on Popcorn & Soit Drinks!

LOSS

from page 8A - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "No inspiration - we were not inspired,"
Samuels said after the loss. "In the past we've , , No inspiration. We were not inspired. In
seen some fight when teams come after us.
Tonight we folded. They scored 55 points in the the past we've seen some fight when teams
second half, and it was like we were just waving come after us. Tonight we folded. They scored
them by on the baseline."
55 points in the second half, and it was like we
Senior forward Andre Rodriguez led the were just waving them by on the baseline."
Panthers in the first half, scoring 14 points -Rick Samuels,
including three-of-four from beyond the arc. In
Eastern men's basketball coach
all, the Panthers hit seven treys in 12 tries in the
opening half.
penetrate past the Panther defense to find easy
The Panthers led 55-47 ;i.fter Hernandez hit a layups. Samuels said his squad had its chances to
layup with 12:06 left in the game. Twenty-eight win the contest, though.
seconds later, he picked up his fourth personal.
"We had chances to put this game away Kansas City sprinted out on -a 12-4 run over the chances to not let it get away from us," Samuels
next 2:54 to tie the game at 59-59.
said. "But we made a critical mistake: we let a
Rodriguez said the Panthers need to find a way team hang around, and they can come back to bite
to become more aggressive in tight-game situa- you."
tions.
Hernandez scored a game-high 20 points for
"We've got to find a way to get that killer Eastern in the loss. Hernandez, Eastern's career
instinct," Rodriguez said. The senior finished with assist leader, shot 7-of-12 from the floor in 32
19 points, but just two rebounds. "We need to minutes of action.
tighten it up. We had trouble with our penetration
For the game, Eastern connected on l l-of-25
tonight."
three-point attempts. The barrage from downtown
Forward Michael Slaughter, who fouled out of for the second straight game - the Panthers shot a
the contest with : 15 left to play, said the time team record 31 treys Monday at Youngstown Hernandez spent on the bench - nearly five min- was not exactly what Samuels was hoping to see.
utes - hurt the Panthers on the floor.
"That is not a good indicator for us," Samuels
"That hurt us a great deal ," Slaughter said. "We said. "We hit a crucial stretch with about 10 minhad no floor leader, no one to distribute the ball utes left in the game. Chad Peckinpaugh took two
and get us into our offense."
threes and missed them both.
Samuels said the Panther defense in the second
"They were running at us, and they got an
half cost his club the contest.
offensive rebound for a basket. We came down
"We didn't guard anybody tonight," Samuels and Andre shot a three after one pass. That was
said. "They had balanced scoring because _we notthe time for that."
gave them· opportunities for high percentage
The loss drops the Panthers t'o 7-8 in the Midshots." Kansas City shot a scorching 61 percent Con with three conference games left to play
from the floor - and 67 percent in the second half. before the conference tournament in Moline
Time and again, the Kangaroos were able to March 3-5 .
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Fri., Feb. 23
Free Jazz Show
5:30 - 9:00
509 Van Buren
345-2380

TM

345-1075

Got A Party Going On???
We also have

Sat., Feb. 24

hot sandwiches,

Hairball Willy
w/ Smart Alice

breadstix, salads

10 :00 Doors open
10:30 Show starts
s3n Admission

We Please

&.. Cheesestix

3

4 8

5

4

5

Everyone!

CONFUSED• FRUSTRATED• FED-UP• AFRAID• DISAPPOINTED• DEPRESSED
These are all typical reactions to today's job market. Too many bright college graduates end up working in low-paying, mind-numbingly boring entry-level positions.

But there is a better way!
This is your chance to investigate

The Career Opportunity Of ALifetime!
A career with us allows you to make more money in your first year than you dreamed possible AND gives you personal satisfaction, independence, and the ability to
earn what you're worth. If you want to work in Chicago and don't want to get stuck in a dead-end job, you can't afford to miss this opportunity!
Call us at 1-800-721-8908 to order our FREE special report which describes our career opportunity in detail and tells you how to arrange an exploratory interview.

BETTER HURRY!
We have only five positions available for our next training class!
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Men's team
>collapse~ in
·. secortd-hi1lf ·

~.a(Jy~l>-a;11ther
, victocy,·11~-So ·

· By MATT ERICKSON ..
Associate sports editor

By JOSH HARB'ECK .
Staff writer . .

For the seccmd game in a row,
, the Eastern· men's -basketball
; te'am. bu'rfled1u p alfo ·fiets .;incth~•C
' ~arly:-1going:•r,• S.f t',,,r: ;1 ;; J:, ·JJr:c:u
:)Bi.Wlfhlli-sd;y ,s te i u-l t was '
simi'I'ar t'o Monday's· loss at
Youngstown· State, . as the
· Panthers (10-13, 7-8 Mid-Continent Conference) fell apart
defensively in the secoficl half en
route to an 82- 73 conference
loss to the {Jniversity 'of Miss. ouri at Kansas City ( 10-13, 8-7
Mid-Con) in Lantz Gym.
The Panthers nailed four
three-pointers: in the opening five
minutes of.play to forge a 12-7
.Eastern's Johnny Hernandez .
lead . But the Kangaro9s' got into foul trouble in the sec~
defense switched well on the ond half and picked up his fourth
Panthers to slo~ down Eastern's _· personal with 11 :38 left 1n the
rhythm from the perimeter:
game. Hernandez was relegated
Kansas City was, able to chop · to the bench, -andJt was then that
away at Eastern's lead in the first ·. Kansas City began its game.:
half, but the Panthers went on a clinching run.
·· ·
9-4 run to close the half leading
The $ angaroos scored 55
38-27. ·
points .. after talftime ~ Eas~@rn .
' S· lli'.a$i1!er,r1Gri.(W,<f!.;J,1)r~il.A,d ,u.ptiJ scon;d ;tUSt; .35 ;'.tW~Obe,:S~lllr
..,· 8:08'fr,I'i.,;fn'e I.f eb~bd' hnlfq w~en stretch: );>anther head ,ct,aeh Rick
Kansas . City's Travis Salmon hit ·.Samuels said his team simply
Eastern forward Michael Shaver, a redshirtfreshman, throws down a
consecutive free throws to give lacked defensive aggressiveness.
dunk againstMissouri-Kansas City Thursday night. Shaver tallied six
. the Roos a 61 -59 lead.
See LOSS page 7~points in 16 minutes in the Panthers' 82-73 Mid-Continent loss. · ·

i:.
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They just n-eeded a little
patience.
,.
, · When the Lady- Panthers vis_itedJbe·University of Missouri at
/~,~l,l~st:§;iGi!YJ .in Ja~~'~ry,' the_~ady
iJfill\g~ qgs made sq19e early, ajns .
:aµ~Wti;~P Easte:rp1~arly a~~µ, y/l,
earned a 77-63 wm. . , ,., ,..
Thursday night, Eastern made
the runs, hit the shots and domi- ·
nated the scoreboard iii a 71-50
win at _Lant~ Gym. ··
· '
,
Head coach John Klein said the
Lady Panthers played ''.one of the
· best games we've _played all
year," as Eastern put together
their offense ·and defense for -the
entire contest .
"Last time we were
out there
.
we came out flat," Klein said.
"We· came out impatient offensively. We came out sloppy offen· sively, and they hit some threes
right off the bat and .the next thing
you know we were down 10-2." .
· Thursday night, the Lady
PilfilJ:i~f:~ J10=13; :Z • ~ tn tpe Mic!- ·
Continent Conference) came out
. and played the aggressive role,
'

-

,.
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Rebounding edge fuelswin.for women,'s team
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer

coach Jobn Klein
the second half," Garbova said.
said that his team · ' ' It was just that our
In the second half, there was
was definitely
·
rriore . of the same in the
Eastern just simply had the·
more patient on
rebounding advantage rebounding category, as the
advantage on the inside.
the floor this made them play catch~up dur- Lady Panthers took command
And against the Lady
. iime
around ing the second half."
.early _by outrebounding UMKC
Kangaroos of the University of
against UMKC.
_ Eastern head coach · early during a 9~2 run in the
Misso_uri at Kansas C1.t y
"When the·off, John Klein · first six minutes.
Thursday night, the Lady
John Klein ense is patient-, - · >llll'%l'W'½ ""~" """""" . . ' Along with the dominance
Panthers took advantage of a
. we . get better i 1-0 run over a six-minute span on the. boards in the final 20
, smaller UMKC lineup, as they shots anq .this leaves us with that put Eastern on top 28- 15·.'
outrebounded the Lady Roos more people in rebounding
.For the half, ~astern_ finis_hed sc@r~:ifr.om down :~ow,;
1~~'',~i~~!, ...:,J4·p9:1pts from ins1de t
33-32 eri route _to a 71 -50 victo- position," Klein said af(e! h;s i, with 18 ~oar~~:·
rf at home. , ·, .
, -;, :
.; · ,., leam'.s.win agaip.st the '"L';idy :SPff,\J.i ~.?Jf~JJ~~· ,gI_~§;S w~!1,e '.: ·As J'orthe differen ,
.·
Or'coiifse it wasn't so much ;
~h,ch vahlts his t8ahl .f6 r.>;UMJ,(:C 1')1H~d -. owrt 13 ·.re - rebounding category 'Klein said .
''· the fa'et ~1h;i., Ea:stei;n' ~ad--the I,~'.'. f cf:T~"'o'~J.r'an A.id 7-8 ,i~ ·thd · boun~s in _the fir st 20 min~tes:
his teams' heigh th' advantage
'· advantage on the boards, it was Mid~Continent Conference.
This advantage, accordmg to was the key.
a matte.r.of getting them at the
Ip the first hal( the domi- sophomore forward Barbora
"I think we outmatched them
right)ime. ·
...·
. i . nanceon .the boards was tl1.ere Garbov~; ~~s . key~d by0 in terms qf height, but they
"I think we had a lot- better as Eastern picked up the boards Ea st ern s abihty to keep t~e ; (UMKC) certainly bave,· the ·
position tonight," junior for - througboufthe half, giving . Lady Roos out of the _panit m ability to get the job done from
ward Sarah Probst said. "We Eastern second and sometimes ' the fir st half.
.
• . . the inside," Klein said:
were also a lot more patient and even . third · chances to put the
"They (UMKC) wer~ ~ot
''It was jus_t. that our
we were .under the basket when b~Il in the basket.
very dangerous from !he, mside rebounding advantage made
we·needed to be there."
This• rebounding ,was also a because they really di~n t hav_e them play catch-up during the
With this in mind, head key during the Lady Panthers' · any post players sconng until second half." ·

!,~?.,
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Giapplers end season,against ·No.16 NorthWestern
By CHAD MEADA
Staff writer
·

Eai;Iier this seas.on the
Matt Hughes; (158, 3_5,:-8) who is _ranked over,"_Pena said, "Itgets to you ~r a while." .
. Panther·s were defeated by
~b. 7; will be unable to wrestle after injuring
After sitting out for over a month, Tim Fix
Purdue 29-6. ·
his hand. Bucky-Randolph (158, 9~9) wi\l (167, 16-10) will return and wrestle the last
- The_.season has _finally begun to .wind · Of late·the Panthers have
wrestle in Hughes' place.
. home it-iatch of his career. Also clb~ing out_
· down, arid the men' s wrestling team will been troubled by injuries,
~ On the flip side, two Panthers will make their college careers will be Erik Murray
close out its schedule tonight against - which once again continues
their return. Dave Pena (118, 28-11) is back (142, 4-6) and Dan Briggs (190, 3-20). .
Northwestern in Lantz Gym at 7 p'. m.
this week. ·
.
Ralph
after sitting out two weeks~with a neck injury. ,... . "We have three seniors wrestling their last
The Panther.g (5-5) have won their last two
"I've been fig_h ting all McCausland
Pena- is doubtful the time off will effect him match and · their last debut at Lantz,"
meets; their most recent victim being year to get our best line.up in'
and said he liked having some time off.
McCausland said. "Hopefully all of them can_
Chicago State on Sunday. Northwestern (6-5- there and I still haven't 'been ablt! to do it,"
Not only has Pena had to deal with his have greafperformances and rise to the occa1) is ranked No. 16in the nation, and has five head coach Ralph McCausland said.
·. neck injury,-but it has ~so been tough for him sion."
·
.
wrestlers in the top 11. The Wildcats areJuan Puente (126, 5-10) .will forfeit his to make weight. . .
.
"I want to go out there looking good no
coming off a victory against No. 23 Purdue. match due to a hamstring pull. ·
"I usually start the week 14-15 pounds
Se_e WRESTLE page 6A
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*FREE Pregnancy Tests
*Accurate Information
*Strictly Confidential
*Post-Abortion Support

Coolio's
quick
insight

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER

By Associated Press

'HIJVK YOU ~IGHT BE

t/iPREGNtt'fNT? "Ik

s

CALL .345-5000 ANYTIME

CD Tripleplay Sportscenter
Phone (217) 348-8218

Guaranteed Lowest
Regular Prices
on Shoes Anywhere!
.

,

1414 6th St. - Half a block North of Old Main
BEFORE You THINK ABOUT GRADUATION
You BETTER THINK ABOUT YOUR RESUME

Professional Resumes
Professional Cover Letters
Free Initial Consultation
CAREER CHOICE , INC.

CAREER CHOICE, INC.
80 Broadway, Mattoon, IL 61938 ph:2 17-258-8601

H&H Transportation Services
•Group Rates
•Taxi-Shuttle Bus~Courier Service
24 hr. service
~
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NET\IVORK JE\IVELRY

for all your
jewelry needs!
Jocatcci in

Rap artist Coolio 's trademark braids could be standing
on end as he waits for the
Grammy Awards to be
announced Feb . 28 , in which
his "Gangsta 's Paradise '' is
up for Record of the Year.
The single is familiar to
many as the featured song on
the " Dangerous Minds "
soundtrack.
.
1. Who would be your first
five inductees to the Hip-Hop
Hall of Fame?
Coolio: Run DMC , Kurtis
Blow , NWA , Rakim and
Sugar Hill Gang.
2. C . Delores Tucker, the
head of the National Political
Congress of Black Women
who orchestrated an anti-rap
music campaign , is walking
towards you on a Compton
street.
What do you do?
Coolio: Nothing . Keep
walking.
3. What's your favorite city
to perform in?
Coolio : Honolulu and
Detroit and of course L.A.!
4 . If you were stranded on
a desert island and could only
have three CDs, what would
they be?
Coolio: The greatest hits of
the Chilites, Marvin Gaye and
Run DMC. '
5. Are you ever going to
change your hairstyle?
Coolio: Maybe , sometimes
when you make a mental
change you have to make a
physical change.

•
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Congratulations
to the following men of

Delta Chi
on their outstanding
academic achievement
during
FALL 1995 SEMESTER
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SARAH WONG/Staff photographer

Ballancing act
Paul Heckel, a sophomore zoology major; practices juggling on
Wednesda y.

Eastern s music department
Saturday is spons oring its
annual Keyboard Festival in
the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
Events for the day-long · gala
include private lessons, student
ensembles, a master class and
an honors recital held in the
Dvorak Concert Hall.
For over 30 years, junior
and high school students and
instructors have been invited
to perform and learn more
about Eastern's music program
during the event.
"The students enjoy hearing

each other perform, reinforcing lessons they may be learning at home. arid being nominated for the honors recital,'
said coordinator Karen Larvick
Sanders of Eastern's keyboard
department.
A special attraction to the
program is Ixopo Duo from
Cincinnati . T~e , col¼p•l~:Franklin Larey and Mary Jo
Roth are "excellent pianists
who have post doctorates and
compete
professionally.
Students are very fortunate to
have them teaching the master
class," Sanders said.
Students are selected in the
morning based on their music

abilitv and receive the chance
to p,erform at the Honors
Recital at the close of the day.
Two outstanding students will
then be awarded scholarships
to attend Eastern's Keyboard
Camp in the summer.
Amidst the activities will be
a Yamaha, Disklayi~.Jf . ,and ,
Clawn.ow,_ et0cti::ota ie• .eq.a~pc,
ment demonsfration ''from
Effingham. "The presentations
show the miracles of computers and music ," Sanders said.
All Eastern students , staff
and faculty are welcome to the
festival from 8 a.m. to 3 p .m.
Admission is free.
1
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::::.;;:!:i;s Hum buzzes into area D-!!erl!4
By ANDREW RODGERS
Verge editor

•
experience
Whipping Boy
"Heartworm"
(Columbia)

Over the past few years, ChampaignUrbana has definitely seen its share of local
musicians rise up into the national spotlight.
"What is it about college and Most recently has come a band so removed
crybaby music? " Ahh , how I so from its instant stardom that it's impossible
love that line uttered by Alicia to not feel just a little bit of excitement.
Silverstone - teen queen-goddess
A couple of years ago, the band Hum
- in the box-office hit "Clueless."
was a veritable unknown in the world of
I'm sure Whipping Boy was alternative radio. Now, after the success of
one of the groups she had in its third full-length CD, "You'd Prefer An
mind . The Dublin quartet 's Astronaut" on dog-friendly RCA, Hum has
American debut , "Heartworm ,"
assumed the role of a mainstay band sure to
defines musical depression .
Whipping Boy has been grace the airwaves time and time again.
Talking with the members of the band
together for seven years and has
become quite the trendy band in about their newfound success is like talking
the United Kingdom . I'd love to to your cousin about his fruit garden ...
know why, because all I get out . relaxed and honest. Lead singer Matt Talbot,
Hum (L-R): Matt Talbot, Tim Lash, Jeff
of "Heartworm" is sadness.
for instance, is so unaccustomed with his
Dimpsey
and Bryan St. Pere
There is just something about role as a rock star that he has adopted a
very easy-going philosophy about success: "I
It's an ugly fact of life: music shelves
don't think about that stuff ... we want to everywhere are filled with flavor-of-theplay the same clubs we've always played."
minute bands who never amounted to much
But don 't let Talbot's laissez-faire attitude more than the initial success of their national
fool you. On stage, it's uncanny how Talbot debut album. Is Hum worried about the
seems to be able to separate himself from sophomore slump? Will the band fade into
the song and focus on the melding of his obscurity after the release of its next album?
voice and guitar. How is it possible? How It could happen, said Talbot. "It's neat sellWhipping Boy that makes you can an otherwise shy person turn into an ing records, great making a living at it. And I
think about death . Maybe it's the amorphous music machine? Said Talbot , want to do a couple more records .. . (but)
way frontman Fearghal McKee 'Tm more drunk on stage."
we don 't all see this as a real long term
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sounds like Robert Smith , lead
singer for The Cure.
"Twinkle " has go tten rave
reviews overseas . The song
invokes thoughts o f obsession
and stalking - just the type of
b edtime mu s ic yo ur moth e r
wanted you to listen to . McKee
sings in h is Irish acc e nt how
"She's the only one for me, now
and always / She 's the air I
breathe/ Not too pµre for me ...
not too cheap for me ."
Songs like "The Honeymoon
Is Over " and "Morning Rise "
show Whipping Boy's sentimental and romantic side . Myles
McDonnell (bass) , Colm Hassett
(drums) and Paul Page (guitars)
back up McKee, and their melodic depression rhythms guide him
through the pain he must feel.
Whipping Boy, while initially
dark and torturously upsetting ,
becomes a fairy tale most college
students can relate to.
After all , everybody goes
through that phase where they
think like McKee does on "We
Don't Need Nobody Else": "You
wouldn't let me go to the phone/
You wanted to make love and I
did not/ Now I know the distance between us/ Christ, we
weren't even fighting. I was just
annoyed."
Whipping Boy is perfect sadness/ cry your eyes out over
your plight/ college music.

In this corner, the 'Heavyweight,' measuring
in with a so lid 13 tracks of speed , power, agili·
ty and attitude.
The 'Heavyweight' - brought to you by The
Bollweevils, a Chicago hardcore rock act throws an electrifying, solid-hook (rem iniscent
of Screeching Weasel and Oblivion) and a flurry of biting , mean cuts (including
' Twentysomething ,' ' Last Laugh ' and
' Bulletman' ).
Beware of the occasional low-blow (' Fence
Sitter' ) and know when to take a proper cover
(Bad Brains ' ' Pay to C*m'), but above all, realize that this bruiser comes from a steady string
of excellent, established fighters ('The History
of The Bollweevils Part I,' ' Ripple EP' and
"Disassembler EP").
.
The "Heavyweight" has the heritage, the
strength, the credibility and the intimidating
abrasiveness to be a real knock out.
Keep your guard up.

The Bollweevils (in support of the
'Heavyweight') will headline an 8 p.m. show
Saturday at The Channing-Murray Foundation,
1209 W Oregon Ave., Urbana, with the bands
The Chubbies, The Volitiles, Toucan Slam and
V-Re verse. Admission is $5 and all ages are
welcomed.
-MIKE MEYER

- MATT ERICKSON

Shovel jerk
"Swarm"
(Capricorn Records)

Motion picture soundtrack
"Waiting to Exhale "
(Arista)

Originating from the small town of Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho, the band Shoveljerk has htt the airwaves in
more than just the Midwest. Forme rly known as
Black Happy, the grou p has found suppo rt from
radio stations across the country.
Shoveljerk's debut tune, ·unwind,' was first aired
on rock radio stations in Seattle. Not long after the
release of the group 's si ngle in the heartland of
grunge, the song could be heard on stations in
Ch icago, New Yo rk, Dallas, Sacramento, Cal if.,
Minneapolis, San Francisco and Pittsburgh.
The group has had two major successes during
its entrance into the world of alternative music. The
first was the release of a radio single, "Killing My
Buzz," that can be found on the 'National Lampoon's
Senior Trip" soundtrack under the band 's former
name. Shoveljerk has also had a successful run with
Tripping Daisy, a recent addition to the alternative
rock family.
Although Shoveljerk has received an enormous
amount of praise from big-city radio stations , the
group really fits into the stereotypical sound of current alternative rock.
"Unwind" contains a selection of repe@ve phras-

Call me a sucker, but any CD loaded with beautiful women with gorgeous voices always grabs
my attention. The recent Arista re lease of the
Waiting to Exhale soundtrack is no exception. The
album is so diverse and extraordinary that almost
everyone should be able to appreciate at least
one of the CD 's 16 tracks - that is unless they've
spent too much time underground.
The artists on this collection range from soul
queens Aretha Franklin and Whitney Houston to
dance wonders TLC and Mary J. Blige. Clearly
there was talent involved in bringing the various
musicians together. Kennell) "Babyface· Edmond&
deserves tha..credif. lfe not only co-produced the
album with Whitney Ho~ston and Clive Davis, but
wrote all the songs himself. "Babyface' has won a
number of awards, including three Grammys. I
would be very surprised if this album didn't win
more than a few awards.
I particularly liked Chante ' Moore's "Wey u·
and SWV's "All night long." The two seem to be
the most cleverly balanced songs on the album.
However, don 't discount Ms. Houston, as she has
repeatedly shown that she is a force to be reek-
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es egged on by heavy guttar sounds. Specifically,
the line most heard in this song, 'Help me unwind!"
sounds almost like the lead singer needs a back rub
and a bubble bath.
Shoveljerk is your typical band of the '9Os. Its
sound is a cross between that of Alice in Chains and
Whtte Zombie wtth a little less metal. The group
lacks originality and creativity but makes a really
good effort at fitting into the alternative music
scene.
In a press release about the band, tt says, "Keep
an ear out for these guys!" I'd suggest earmuffs or a
walkman.

7 Seconds
''The Music, The Message"
(Immortal/Epic)
Older doesn 't always mean better, and the
veteran punk band 7 Seconds shows this on its
new CD , 'The Music, The Message."
Students of the early '8Os U.S. hardcore
scene (Naked Raygun , Circle Jerks , The
Effigies), the members of 7 Seconds have
somehow made it this far, but have little to
show - except, of course, for this recording : a
shallow, weak , slim product of major-label
rehash .
_
Now on Immortal (a well-guised subsidiary
of Sony) , 7 Seconds falters when measured up
to its original formula. The poorly aged band
stumbles when pitted with its current-day mainstream contemporaries (Smoking Popes ,
Rancid , Green D;iy) and grotesques when it
shows off its new, sterilized tricks: shamelessly
overplayed basslines and pompous lyrical finger-pointing.
Promise is shown on "My List,' "Get A
Different Life" and "Punk Rock Teeth ,' but too
much of the songwriting resides in a gray,
uneventful middle ground.
Too often, thrown-together, sloppy tracks like
·such & Such,' "Kinda Future· and "My Gravity"
clutter and clash within the disc's aimless crazy
quilt of old mush.
7 Seconds is too spoiled for consumption.

~•II C
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oned with (just ask Bobby!)
Also in attendance on the stellar album are
standouts Brandy, Toni Braxton and Patti LaBelle.
And while I wouldn 't say there is any one "weak"
track on the album, "My Funny Valentine· by
Chaka Khan didn't seem to carry the spirit that
the rest of the album had.
I would certainly recommend this album to
anyone who enjoys, well, music of almost any
kind. This CD has got plenty of relaxing soulful
music, as well as a couple of up-tempo dance
songs. At the very least, borrow this album and
tape a copy for yourself.

-MIKE MEYER

- DONNA CU/SIA

- Andrew Rodgers
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Shane Pitsch Quintet
-The Nixons
EIU Percussion Group
· · -~
My Brothers Keeper w/ I-Pan
Jt1ighty Blue Ki,ngs
"' "'
EIU Keyboard Festival
.Alan Jackso'n
_ '" ' tw~-~ •
Tokyo String Quartet

5:30 p.m. Fri, Feb. 23
7 p.m. Fri, Feb. 23
7:30 p.m. Fri, Feb. 23
9 p.m. Fri , Feb. 23
10 p.m. Fri., Feb ..,23
2:15 p.m. Sat, Feb. 24
7:30 p.m, Sat, Feb. 44 .
8 p.m. Sat, Feb. 24

The Dungeon
Madison Theater in Peoria
Dvorak Concert Hall
Mabels in Champaign
Blind Pig in Champaign
Dvorak Concert Hall
SIU Arena in Carbondale
..
:,~::-:=
Foellinger Great Hall in Champaign

Free
$6
$2 Gen/$1 Stu
$5
$6
Free

.,a,;%:;,
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Uncle Johns Band

;2:~

The Bollweevils
"HQavyweight"
(Dr. Strange Records)

thing."
What's next for Hum then? Well, after a
· brief trip to Europe in March, bassist Jeff
Dimpsey said the group will probably start
writing songs for its next album. This time,
however, the band members will have the
entire resources of RCA to help complete
the album . Which means they'll be doing
things a bit differently.
"(We'd like to) write more stuff in a studio
setting ... and change it up a little bit, we're
just approaching this diffe'rently."
The main goal in the next recording ,
Dimpsey said , is to "keep on what we're
doing, but change it enough to keep it interesting for ourselves."
Riding the wave of an immensely popular
album will bring Hum to the Blind Pig, 6
Taylor St. , Champaign, this weekend with
Mercury Rev opening. After advance tickets
for the Saturday show sold out over a month
ago, a Sunday show was added. Tickets can
still be purchased for the bargain-basement
price of $6.
And even though the group - composed
of Talbot, Dimpsey, guitarist Tim Lash and
drummer Bryan St. Pere - likes to screw
around a little too much during its performances, it should be a good show.
Look for the standard Hum overtures
"Stars ," ''I'd Like Your Hair Long " and
"Pod " to bring out the mosh in almost
everyone.
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Mabels in Champaign

$21,00
$21-$23

345-8199
(309) 674-7529
581-3010
328-5701
351-7476
581-2317
(618) 453~5341
333-6280
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'Dirty' play a clean prodllctiOn
By KEVIN .PIKET

Burke. Munro tries to break up place where Nellie lives.
This leads Munro back tb the
the couple s-o he can marry
Staff writer
Nellie and ta.ke control of ·her country where he.wasn't wanted
"Dirty Work at the Cross~ property. ·Nellie's rnother, the afte r forcing Adam to leave
· roads; or Tempted, Tried, and Widow Lovelace, played by town and scaring Nellie's heart.
True," by Bill Jqhnson is a well Tracy Phelps, tries to stop this Adam then turns to alcohol to
performed humbrous play. The from happe_ning , but suffers a solve his problems because he
thinks that Nellie ran away with
characters are very believable set back of her own.
and keep the play moving at a
. As the play moves on, Munro· Munro. And when Adam comes
fast fun pace.
finds other defenseless young ·back at the same time Munro
The play starts out with girls to steal hearts ari.d fortunes does, it makes for a very quick
Mciokie Maguggins , .played by from. But Ida Rhinehold, played and funny ending.
The characters were well
Matt Fear, appearing on stage by Melissa Hard, tries through{ci;_set , the scene as a narrator. out the play to stop Munro.from played and . easy to .follow..
Fe9r" plays a double role as th~ getting these riches by first help- Mookie ·.is funny character who
. narrator and the friend to .many ing him, then by tricking him.
. does a great job as the narrator,
of the characters. Mookie is a
Ida is .a witty women who ar:id · Fear plays an excellent
simple country boy ,who hangs wants revenge on Munro for · country. boy and his humor
around to try clear up the story.
past experiences with him and makes for a believable characMunro Murgatroyd , played will. stop at nothing to ootain- ter.
by Brett Kashanitz, is · the this revenge. Hard's portrayal of
Overall, the play was enjoys
money-hungry evil villain. He is this witty character was very .able, witty and even gives a
a wicked and witty character · Junriy and enjoyable to watc,h.
cha11ce for the audience 1J1em, who tries to play the heart'of all
The next characters to enter bers to get favblved . After viewwomen for their riches. the plot were Mrs . Upson ing this play, one will most cerKashanitz is a very believable - Asterbilt, played by Katherine -tainly feel the price they paid
villain arid his humor and Slovinski , and her daughter was well worth it. This is a must
expressions make the charact~r Leonie , played by Kristen see performance played · by
come ·alive.
Weiss. Munro wants ·to marry some talented actors. _
One of the hearts that Munro Leonie so he can claim the miltries to play is N~llie Lovelace, · lions that Mrs. Asterbilt owns . ' "Dirty Work at the Cross=
played by Jennifer Givens. However, Mrs. Asterblit doesn't roads" will be shown at 8 p .m .
Nellie is a poor innocent girl want this to happen and takes Friday c1nd Saturday and 2 who is · in love with Adam her daughter to the country - p.m . Sunday in the University
Lockhart, played by Casey which ~appens to be the same Theatre .

Bus Departs Friday at 3:()0 p~m.
Returns .Sunday·at 8:50 p.m.
Depart11res and Arrivals from
MLK, Jr. Univ~rsity Union Parking Lot

. Tickets may be
purchased at
Union Ticket Office
Hours: 9:00_a.m. - 4:00 p.ni. _'
- _Call 581-51,22.
Prices:

Champaign $5.00 one war
· $9.00 round trip
Chi~ago $15.95 one way .
$29.9!> round trip

Service Provi_d ed by
Smith ·Charter

I .

When We ·
Say ·
We Ad
Match _
Comp.etitors
Ads
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SUNSHINE, 3-VARIETH:S
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HALF GALLON

GENERAL:MILLS
CEREALS
BASIC 4~RAISIN NUT BAA~~ CLUSTERS; ·
TOTAL t1AISIN BRANij OAT1V1EAL CRISP, ·
. OR SUNCR NCHERS
- .

EA.

· 7 1/4-OZ. BOXES
.

ROUNDY'S ASST. VAR.

· 10 OZ. BOX

°KELL -. · ,. .

HEALTY CHOICE

LUNCH :-MEATS

.CE CREAM ·,POP

16 OZ. PKG.' :

ALL VARIETIES

: ~., ~QRlGl~¼l,.lHIN, OA LIGHT CRUST

~:,·-·-·toMBSTONE
I

-

. PIZZA -·

2/:

JOHNSONVILLE

ECKRICH REG., THICK, OR LITE

BOLOGNA

BRATWURST-"-

rl

0

LB.

1 LB. BAG

16-OZ. PKG . -

• Open 24 Hours • Money Orders-39¢ •.Food Stamps Acc~pted • Postage Stamp9 •Lotto • Coupons Acc~pted '• Xerox .S~Nice • All Stores Now Acc_ept ATM Debit Cards .
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By ADAM MCHUGH
brilliantl\1 comic turn as a
Staff writer
ga~gster-turne?~r::ovie produc,~
,
_
.
.
er m last years Get Shorty, · ·
When director John Woo
·
. .
is a sarcastic , power~craving
c9_mpJetes a film , the pre·
ham in "Broken Arrow." The ·
release buzz rarely hientions .
.
pr_obleni ,with. casting him -in '
intelli~ent, fine-tuped dialogue
~
.. such a role is, no matter wh~t
_and m;:h character dey elopJ.
·.
he says or does, Travolta 1s, .
ment. .
currently too lovable to be .- ,
However, what the veterari
beli.evable.
action_ guru can ' t deliver in
.
Travolta does what he can
· thos e, areas he more than · become . major
with . the _s cript , b,ut he is
makes up for in frenetic , craters. .
_.·
.
reduced to a haze -ofone-liners
stylish action sequences and
.Hale. rneets 'tip with park and evil impudence which is
corny, if not effective, one !in- range r __Te rry Carmichael · so far below h is 9 bility you
ers, .
_
.
·
(Samantha Mathis , who also alm o st feel sorr y for him .
His latest effo rt "Broken played Slater's Jove interest in Almost all of his lines such as
Arrnw " '(2 0 th Cen'tury Fox , 1990 ' s_,, -" Pump . Up the . the gem, "Would you~irid not
Rated R) , iS quintessential Vo-Jume ), who becomes a · shooting at the thermonuclear,
Woo, with enough special weary participant _in Hale 's weapons," are delivered with a
effects wizard ry to make mission _to re cover the kind of wincing . It ' s like
George Lucas blush.
weapons frqm an increasingly . Travolta is scared the auclience ,
_The picture centers around agitatedDeakins.
· won 't find him believable.
. U-S. Air Force pilots Riley
Much of the picture c~nters
Slater is surprisingly effecHale (Christian Slater) and Vic around, Deakins ' need to tive .as the quiet hero, but the Deakins (John Travolta) .
always one-up Hale , who he chemistry between hirn-::and
, The two are -slated- to .fly a · thin~s doesn't ·have the guts t? Mathis isnon:existent.
.·
,
thi ni n g. i;n,if s io_n •' io· ·a : B'-3 pursue a s~erQirigly smarter
. While henchmen rarely get
~tea'lth Bomber. .What makes adversary.
.
mentioned in a movie review,
the flight unusuat is the nor~
While the chemistry Fox Sport ' s commentatormally unarmed aircraft will between Travolta and Slater is turned-actor Howie Long
carry a payload of two 'lher- achieved , almost . immediately {making his film _debut here) is
monuclear weapons - which (theJilm begins with them ·s o undeniably bad he deserves
Deakins has· plans for.
sparring in a steamy gymnasi- recognition. Long has the act- ·
Deakins planried on killing um , with Travolfa constantly · ing ability 'Of a retarded fruit
Hale in the cockpit, but ends ~xplaining to Slater why he fly, as his technique combines
up ejecting hi'm after a strug- will always be the winner), the be efy method acting with a
gle - which anyone who is development is much slower series of mono-syllabic grunts.
familiar with Woo picture s as the movie progresses,
Despite the many flaws in
could tell you, was a bfg misIf the -adversarial relation- Yost's vision, Woo 's execution
take.
·
_
ship sounds familiar to is impeccable. The action
_Deakins and his carefully "Speed ," that' s becaus_e both sequences pack sci much
selected · (but not· thoughtfully , films have the . same screen- punch, it makes you forget the
casted) henchmen recover the . writer. Graham Yost, who -sfory is predictable.
weapons fo r an investo r · · penned the 1994 p_edal-to-theThe action rs·almost to a
na01ed Prikhett {played by metal hi_t: with Keanu Reeves , . fault , as Woo seems to .blow
Iiob · Gyr:itori,.-"4~'.i3;1;1 il wate'~ ~ ~,s~ a~ :jp,~j$,~ -;,'an ability,J;:ihtgg§:µpz-o""Aly beaause'-:tne:
' .ff;'"' "Tir;-~iS h ~wsfi"~ n'k -~R~-d-- - ~ro ~writ e~~ s re at 'a ctio n while ' storv -is bland it has nothing
emption ")~ They ·plan to sell · falling flat in the area bf. plot better to do - but it works.
the weapons back to the U.S. twists and witty dialogue. ·
government , fost major ' cities
l"ravcilta, · C?ming off his
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•We Separate and Fold Your Loads.
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wH ETH ER it's Th;ee of you looking fo r~ pri~ ;ate bedrooms-and low c~sk~.

OR JLJST the Two 6f you looking for privacy,
comfort, .and conveni.ence.

YOU SHOULQ,,.SEE THESE
APARTMENTS. .
-RSVP FOR APPOINTMENT
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·. Aiari ga!f!es,.make collleback
, - _·__,_ -·- - --- -- -- - -~ , origi'nally •planned for use with
~~ "" { ~ ~ , f ~ -~ "" ·rk --"'~ · a vi'rtual · reality headset, has .
·
' multiple missiles being thrown
They say that some things
· _a t the player to be shot out of
neve.r. go out of sty!~.·the air. ·.·
·
Apparently that old, cliche
Graphically , ,,
Missile
holds true for video games.
Command fares .. well, with a
Atar i, ' Corporation · has
. great looking' polygon environ- · _
decided to dig into its vault of
.. ; ment, missiles and explosions
classic video games and
,;. all -flying _in multiple areas 0ri
update. three classic arcade
) ,the streen. Unfortunately, vir~ ,
)jits for its 64-bjt Jaguar . sys-,_tually. all the ~player is req1;:1ired
tfin: Tempest 2000~·Defender·
\ to· do is shoot missile out of
2000 and Missile Command
. . the afr, as well as take out the
3-D.
occasional boss, .making this
· This trilogy of arcadi .
more of an exercise in target
•. updates is something . of a
shooting and quick reflexes
mixed ·bag, with Tempest and · ·.
·than anything else.
Defender offering what is _
- As a bonus for all fans of
arguably the hottest action on and is also excellent, it simply the original games, all three
the_ system , and Missile fails fo capture the same _cartridges feature fairly accu- Command serving solid shoot- . magic as is fourid in Tempest.
rate versions of the original
ing action marred by overly
Fortunately , while it may video game . They also feature
repetitive gameplay.
not rock the house in terms of seqii-updated versions which
Of these titles , .Tempest music, Defender's graphics are are a sort of compromise
., 2000, the first to be released, simply phenomenal. Featuring between the classic and updatis without _ question the •... multiple background levels and ed mode.
··
strongesL -Graphi~ally, this incredibly colorful explosion~,
Missile Command fares
game is relatively simple .with the updated version takes the _ especially well here; with this
its bright shaded polygon webs · original's explosions to daz- mode esseritia'lly featuring the
and multiple explosions, zlii:ig new levels.
_ original's game play viewed in
More 1tnpo_rtantly , the · Defender 2000's only real pseudo-3-D , and being the
shooting action in ·this title is flaw is one _which should ·wind highlight of the game.
second t6 _none , with players · up _only truly- bothering fans of
While the_future of the
'requir~d to- have' quick hand- t?e ~ riginaL The updated ver- Jagµar itself may be questioneye skills to whip around the _, s10ns game play almost 9oes able, these, titles are s01nething
riet, grab power-ups and figure _' too much to enhance the orig- gamers can count ori coming
,o'ut enemy _patterns. And- with inal, and .some of the feel is back too long into the future.
' l 00'.levels to beat,· this is rici lpst in the conversion. ·
And· with T empest 2000 due
easy acf orpp li?.hment.__ _ _O · Missile .:.<;.ammand 3 ~0 to._be coriver½d to a _yari~ty o.f
,1. Moreover,.-Tempest 2000 ~m<;ls up bemg the weakest of other systems and Namco set: - ,:
.; fea.tur.es cl:lJ i.Pc.r~.dibl~. techn9 this' !12.i!ia} pa~_k of . u~dates ,, to releas~ cla~si<:: _cQi::npilcttic;fn __ -~
·,soundtracK to motivate players -with" its ·vir.tual mode taking far: discs for Sony's 32-bit-.
·w h.l1 e 'th ey
:- .. move. Alth'.p· ug h . too
' , 1·t. appea rs ..th'
. ':- many
_ . liberties
.. __ - from'
, _...the.; Pl ay St. a t·10n
. 1s·
Defender 2000 's •inu S:ic is :origjnal and being _too repeth time warp . should qe s 't·ayiQg
done? b.y _the .sarne c6rnpany ,,,, tiv~---- This 111ode_, ~ hid ~_Wcl~J .. .open for ~Jor:m, tim~ to_q:nn€:.:
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Sw ee t Sour Chicken . . . . . , . . . . · , . . ·. . , . .

$42ll

Chunk of. chicken ba ttered; deep fried in sweet sour sauce

Swee t So ur Shrimp . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . , . . _$4.65.

· Shrimp deep fried in sweet sow· sau ce

· Cashew Chicken , . . . .. . . . . . . .. .

. $42ll

Chicken ' with Vegetables . . , . . . . .

. s42ll

., Chicken with Broccoli . . . . . . . . . .

. . s42ll

Beef with Broccoli , . . . . ·. , . . , . ·.

' .. ~42ll

11 11

Diced chicken sauteed with crispy cashew nuts
Sliced chicken sauteea i.Vjtb f resh vegetables

Stirfried ch'icken with br<;>ccoli, ba mboo shoots

Beef with broccoli stiJ-fiied in .briiwn sauce

· Pe pper Steak.' . , .. . ·.. .', :. .. ._. . ,

. . ..

$42ll

-Beij tenderloin sauteed with f resh green p eppers_ & onions

Mongolia~-Beef (spic):! . ' :·· . . . . . . .. . . , . . '. .
Slicedveefwith g reen onion ,in spicy sa uce

.

...
$42ll

_ .

Kong Pao Chicken (spicy) . .. .. .. . . .. .. :- .

$42!!

Hot! Chicken, diced bamboo 'shoots in rich brown sa uce with red
p epper and pean uts _

Served with Fried Rice and Egg Roll

.

348-594 1---:-»elive ry! 3 4 5 -3 448
1505 18th Stree t , Charleston

.
·1•.IIn·.a·
ll/
DeJ1.. . . ·
Bl_·ue .0,ress

In Lumpkin Auditorium (122)

r

Friday :. 7pm
Sunday: Spe~ial 3pm
. Matmee

i

$1

$3

W/ ID . Public

Private Detective Easy
Rawlins has been caught on
. the·wrdng.side of the.most
dangerous secretin town.

NQt Y,~f.released
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Help Wanted
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/23

USED CD's The area's largest
selection of used CD's, cassettes,
concert T-Shirts , and video
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEEDgames. We buy, sell, and trade .
ED . 3 bedrooms , 2 baths , furMusic exchange 512 N. 19th st.
nished, air. Rent negotiable. Call
Mattoon. 234-3668
348-1488.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _5/6
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/23
ALASKA STUDENT JOBS! Great
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
$$$! Thousands of jobs available.
SUMMER '96. Close to campus
Male/Female .
345-9412
Room/Board/Transport often pro_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/23
vided. No Exper. Nee. Gde. 919SUBLESSOR NEEDED . March933-0188 ext A 1038
· August 1996. Spacious one bdrm
_ _ _ __ _ __ _ _3/4
apt. Hardwood floors . Lots of
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGlight. $325/month. Call 345-3099.
Earn up to $2,000+/month work_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/23
ing on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
$UMMER 96. Close to campus .
Mexico , the Caribbean, etc .) .
Own room . Low utilities.
Seasonal and full-time employNegotiable rent. 348-5871
ment available . No experience
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/27
necessary. For more information
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
call 1-206-971 -3550 ext. C57384
FOR SUMMER . Nice , fully fur_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/15
nished apt. with great room NATIONAL COMPANY NEED
mates! Call 348-0034. Royal Hts.
LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS . High
Spts. Leave message
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,2/26
income potential. No experience
requ ired . For info call 202-393SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEED7723.
ED One bedroom apt. Furnished
- - - - - - - ~ - -5/6
All Utilities paid. Rent negotiable.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRINGCall 348-8592
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,2/27
Positions are now available at
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for sumPreserves. Excellent benefits +
mer/96 for a spacious efficiency.
Bo nuses! Call : 1-206-971-3620
All utilities included. Call Jason at
ext. N57384
345-9846
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/15
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/29
DIRECT CARE PROFESSIONSUMMER SUBLET, 2 bedroom,
ALS needed in a 24-hour residennear campus, price negotiable ,
tial program, providing services to
call 345-4770
adults and children with develop_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/13
mental disabilities. Evening and
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
weekend
shift-s
available.
SUMMER 96 . $200 per month
Applications may be picked up at
CCAR Industries, 825 Eighteenth
St. , Charleston, IL. 61920 E.O.E.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 2/23
plus utilities . Close to campus.
SUMMER JOBS IN COLORADO.
Call 348-1144
F~ll]ily_ r~sort & conf. ctr. ~180
·- - - - ~ -- - - -3/1
posit. inc.: 11fegds, food serv.,
front desk, main!., counselor, etc.
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED
Repres. & applic. 9 am-3 pm on
APARTMENT.
345-5048
Union Walkway Tues. 2/27. Snow
BEFORE 6.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/22
Mtn Ranch , YMCA of the Rockies
(970)887-2152
ONLY ONE LEFT, 2 bedroom
apartment for 2-3 girls. $180 ea.
~ - - - - - ----2/27
$ CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
for 3, $220 ea. for 2. Water paid.
Students Needed! $$$+Free
1O month lease. Call 345-3100
Travel (Caribbean, Europe,
between 3-9 p.m.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 2/23
Hawaii!) Seasonal/Permanent ,
No Exper. Necessary. Gde. 9191 AND 2 BDRM . APTS . STILL
AVAILABLE. CALL OLDETOWN
MANAGEMENT 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/15
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREEE.
929-4398 ext C1038 .
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
PATIOS , BALCONIES , AIR,
POOL, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO
ROOMMATE WANTED. Female
CAMPUS . 24/HR MAINTEto share 3 bdrm . condo '96-97
NANCE . APPOINTMENT 345sch . yr. 2 1/2 bath, cent. air,
wshr./dry., dishwasher. Call 3486000
5512 . Anita or Bettina
~~~~~-----'5/6
2/22
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER AND
w·~A~N=T=E=D~~1o~o-=s=T~u=D~E=NTS .
96-97 SCHOOL YEAR . Clean
Lose 8-100 pounds . New
modern Apartments with some
metabolism breakthrough . I lost
utilities furnished . 1, 2, 3 & 4 bedrooms . NOT CLOSE TO CAMPUS . No pets . 10 & 12 month
leases are available . 217-34515 pounds in 3 weeks .
4494 anytime.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/22
Guaranteed results . $35 cost. 1800-666-3843
ONE BEDROOM APTS , Fall '96,
QUIET, mature persons. All utilities paid. 1 Bdrm $365-1 person,
ROOMMATES NEEDED. Looking
$200 per person-2 people. 11 1/2
for 2 m/f to share 4 bedroom

For Rent

month leases . Unfurnished . Call
345-6759 leave message. No
Parties!
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/6

345-4602
_ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ 3/6

AMY SHIREMAN OF SIGMA
KAPPA: Congratulations on getting lavaliered to Gabe Debra of
SIGMA PHI EPSILON ! Your sisters are so happy for you!

VERY LARGE 2 BEDROOM apt.
3-4 people furnished. Garbage
disposal, dishwasher, central air,
and decks 10 mo. lease Call 3452363
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
2 ,3 BEDROOM HOUSES . 2-3
bedroom a partment good location , excellent condition . 3485032
_ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ 2/28
McARTHUR MANOR APAR,MENTS Now Leasing for 96-97
school year. Two bedroom furnished Apartments j 2-month
lease 345-2231
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED/furnished apt, close to EIU . For 2
students , 12 mo . lease at
$210/per person. Call 348-7653.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/6
NOW RENTING-- two bedroom
apartments for '96-'97 school
year. Carlyle Apartments 3487746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/6
1 BEDROOM APTS. FURNISHED ,
DISHWASHER ,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL , CENTRAL AIR , AND DECKS .
STARTS AT $390.00 CALL 3452363
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 5/6
2 BEDROOM HOUSE with
garage/window AC for 3 to 4 peop Ie , 10 month lease , call 3463583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/22
96-97 . 1 BEDROOM APART MENT FOR 2 PEOPLE . 12
month lease. Leave a message.
No calls after 5 pm. 348-0673
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/1
LEASING FOR FALL 2 BDRM
furnished apts. excellent condition . No pets. 345-7286
✓
2/23
NICE , CLEAN 3 BDRM APT.
Available for Summer and next
school year. Call 348-0819 and
leave message
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/22

BOXER NEEDS A LOVING AND
CARING HOME. For more information call John , 348-8011
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/29
TIRED OF WALKING TO
CLASS? 1986 Honda ilite 150cc
Scooter. Excellent condition. Call
Jason 345-4799
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/23
NISSAN SENTRA 5 speed, runs
excellent, ale, cassette, tinted
windows, very clean . Good body,
$1,495.00. 581-5645
- - , - - - - - - - - 2 /22
FOR SALE computer desk and
utility craft call 348-0850.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/27
1995 TRANS AM , Silver, 350, 6
spee d, T-tops , sport wheels ,
power everything, Call Erin, 3454869.
2/28

- - - . , - - - - - - -- --2/22
BRYAN GUTRAJ , All the luck on
your Campaign!! I'll be here if you
need anything. Love "the biggest
citizen for Bryan Gutraj ."
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/22

Wanted

Roommates

__________3n

:>»

'"

96-97. 4 BEDROOM APT. for 4
people. 12 month lease, leave a
message . No calls after 5 pm .
348-0673
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _3/1
3 OR 4 BEDROOM, VERY
LARGE APT. 4-6 PEOPLE, FURN IS HE D,
DISHWASHER ,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL , CENTRAL AIR, AND DECKS. 10 MO,
LEASE. CALL 345-2363
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 5/6
RELEASING FOR FALL. 3
Bedroom furnished apartment for
girls. Laundry. No pets. Excellent
Condition. 345-7286
- - - - -- - - - ~2/23
LEASING FOR SUMMER OR
FALL, 4 houses and 6 apartments
available, Reasonable 345-4487
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,2/23
FOR RENT two Female lessors 2
bedrooms for summer. 3 bedrooms for 96-97 year. Call Andrea
348-0850-Close to Campus!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,2/27
AUG-JUNE LEASE 3 bdrm house
3 bks from campus. 2 baths .
Central Air. Private bkyd. washer
& dryer 348-8286 After 6.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/5
3 BEDROOM APT. for 4-5
females.
Dishwasher,
washer/dryer. 12 mo. lease. Call
Heather at 345-7825
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,2/23
1 HOUSE for 5 or 6 people, 3 & 4
bedroom houses, 1 & 2 bedroom
apts. 1O & 12 month leases. Call

Lost & Found
1993 METRO. Good condition.
Sony CD, Jaime, 581-5146. 3500
OBO
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _,3/6
LOST: MED IUM SIZED BLACK
DOG . Floppy ears, tan and white
underside. Call 348-5423

Announcements
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,2/23
BIFOCAL GLASSES found i n
Coleman Hall Room 119. Speech
Communication Department.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,2/26
DAYTONA!! $134/person. Stay
beachfront in the heart of
SPRING BREAK ! 1-800-8687423
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/26
ATTENTION SENIORS: ORDER
YOUR PERSONALIZED GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS AT
TOKENS . PACKAGE OF 25
ONLY $39.95
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/29
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible
regardless of grades, income, or
parent's income. Call Student
Financial Services : 1-800-2636495 ext. F57384
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/ 11
EIU WOMEN'S RUGBY practice
4 :00 pm Tues . Wed . Thurs. by
the lntermural fields-next to the
barn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ 2/22
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY-NO
FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/22
AST NEW MEMBERS. Good luck
with the rest of the semester,
keep up the good work. Love the
KDR's
---.,,...,.-,,-----~2/20
LIVE AT TED'S ON SATURDAY,
Feb. 24th ... CHRONIC ITCH ... featu ring a state-of-the-art light
show. Also , Chronic Itch welcomes special guests TREVOR
GRIFFIN, GAR81N KAY, ANDY
McDEVITT, KEVIN PIKET, CURTIS MORAN, & IRENE PLACENCIA. It all begins at 10 p.m.!
- - - - - - - - - ~2/23
TWO CYPRESS HILL and 311
tickets for Friday. Call 345-4789

THE WASHATERIA IS OPEN !
Donnas Cleaners in University
Village is open 7 da1/S a week for
you to do you loads.
~ - - - - - - - - - 2 /28
$4 AND OUR 15 pound bag gets
you quick worry free Laundry service . Donnas Cleaners 345-3454
- - - - - - - - - ~ 2 /28
DELTS: Thanks for a great function! Love-The SIG KAPS.
-,-.,,,-,,....,---=--=---=--- ----·2/22
AST SOCCER : We intimidated
them all!-Enough Said!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/22
JENNY HIGHFILL OF SIGMA
KAPPA: Congratulations on getting to Brett Lawler! Your sisters
are excited for you!
- - - - - - - - - ~2/22
AST B'BALL : You guys did a
great job Monday! HOOPS UP!!
- - - - - - - - - ~2/22
SHELLEY SALVATO OF SIGMA
KAPPA: Congratulations on getting pinned to Dave Mokry of
Delta Tau Delta! Your sisters are
excited for you!

- - - - - - - - - ~c2/22Jr'.

8 BALL TOURNEY. Sunday Feb.
25 , 3 :00 pm , Club Illini. 1410
Broadway, Mattoon.
- - - - - - - --~2/23
CONGRATULATIONS SARA
LONG OF SIGMA KAPPA on getting lavaliered to Darren Boundy
of SIGMA PHI EPSILON! Your
sisters are happy for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/22
HELP! I need a Chemistry 1310
tutor, especially for this Thursday.
Call Diane at 348-1886. Leave a
message and number with roommates or machine if not home.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/22

with

The

s
SIGMA GAMMA RHO sorority are looking for participants for thier
Gong Show. For more inf. call 7088.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Worship Service at 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Feb. 25, at the Christian Campus house, 2231 S. 4th St, directly behind Lawson Hall.
ZETA PHI BET.A Sorority will have a union party 10 p.m. - 12:45 a.m.
tonight in the University union. FEE HALF PRICE!
BSU MISS BLACK EIU pageant will begin promptly at 7 p.m. Saturday
Feb. 24 in the Grand Ballroom. Don't be late.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA First Aid meet with Boy scouts at 8:30 a.m. - 2
p.m. Sat. Feb. 24 in the Effingham room . Meet at the rock at 7:30 a.m.
DELTA SIGMA THETA will have a Delta Gent Social 4 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
today at the Delta House. By invitation only!!!
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have weekend Masses at 11 a.m.
and 9 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 25 in Coleman Auditorium.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER musci practice at 9:30 a.m. Sunday,
Feb. 25 in Coleman Aud.
L.A.S.O. MOVIE madness at 7 p.m. Sat. Feb. 24 at Will Rogers
Theater, Charleston. Anyone interested in going, contact one of the
executive members for info.
NABJ MEETING at 7 p.m. Sunday Feb, 25 in the newsroom. Will discuss details on fundraising .
WESLEY FOUNDATION Sunday "Cent " Supper at 5 p.m. Sunday Feb.
25 at 2202 4th St. Come by or sign up or call name in by Friday 3488191 .
WESLEY FOUNDATION Lighthouse 9 p .m. - 1 a .m. tonight in
Basement of W.F. No cover charge and no age restriction if an Elu or
Lake Land student.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA pledge meeting at 8 p.m. Sunday Feb. 25 in the
Rathskeller.
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge Ol'JE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit. campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN . Clips may be
edited for available space.
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Services Offered

house 3 blocks from campus on
4th. Call Brian or Tim 345-5188
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/27

NEED 1 SUBLESSOR FOR
SUMMER 96. $195.00 + utilities.
Call Art at 345-7969, after 4 pm
T,W,F, after 7 pm M,R.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/23

Exi:
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Announcements
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FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
immediately for Spring & Summer
semesters. 1 block from campus.
Rent negotiable. Call 235-6102.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/23
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HOT SPRING BREAK TRIPS
CANCUN! PADRE! BE LIZE! 1800 -328-7513 FREE FOOD &
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Staff writer
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Even though Sarah
Scherrer, junior music
performance and elementary education major, has
been playing the cello
since she was 8, she still
gets a little anxious before
every recital.
Scherrer will be playing at 3 p .m . Sunday in
the Dvorak Concert Hall.
She will be playing
Hayden , Ba ch and
Brahms , which are her
favorite pieces.
Scherrer studied the
Suzuki method for nine
years and is currently
studying under Don
Tracy, professor of music.
"(Tracy) is a wonderful
teacher," Scherrer said.
She has been practicing for this performance
since last _semester, she
said. - -- - -I Scherrer said she has
received the Excellence in
Fine Arts Scholarship and

has also won orchestra
awards and other competitions during high school.
Scherrer has also had
professional experience
playing with the Danville
and Decatur professional
orchestras.
Music has always been
a part of Scherrer's family
life. Her older sister plays
the violin and her
younger sister plays the
viola, Scherrer said.
She said her family has
been a big influence on
her as a musician .
"My mom always made
me go to all of my
lessons," Scherrer said.
After
graduation ,
Scherrer said she wants
to become an elementary
teacher for students in
2nd or 3rd grade.
She said would like to
st~y involved in music by
teaching out of her
, hGme.
' Currently, Scherrer is the
personal tutor for two
cello students .

. Pianist to perform
11 By DONNA CUISIA
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II Will Rogers

"China has a 4 ,00 0
Staff editor
year history," Yang said .
"Chinese music is a huge
Yangang Yang , gradu- topic."
ate student of piano perYang will also compare
\ formance, will spend her Chinese music to that of
25th birthday lecturing on the Western world . She
j the various styles of music said she would like to give
that come from her th e audience a general
homeland, China.
idea of what Chinese
Yang's lecture , "Music music is like.
of China," will be presentShe said she plans on
ed at noon., to,e~g~\p l\' I q~g;ig.~~is,l:)~tal~~~:~~ut .
I Room 23 of C61eman · tlie sounds of traditional
Hall. The lecture is span- Chinese instruments. She
sored by the music will show pictures of the
departmeht.
various wind, string and
Yang said she will dis- percussion instruments of
cuss Chinese music theo- her homeland.
ry and the musical devel"Chinese and Eastern
' opers in the country's his- music is a single melody,"
toty.
Yang said
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Dvorak to host percussion concert
By JENNIFER VALENCIA
Staff writer
On a stage filled with over
1,000 instruments, 'the Eastern Percussion Group will perform for its first time this
weekend.
The concert will take place
7 :30 p.m. Friday in the Dvorak Concert Hall. Tickets will
cost $1 for children and students with a valid ID and $2
for adults.
"A lo1 ~f;pia~tice goe~ into
a performalilce,
they practice
at least th ree days a week,"

said Johnny Lee Lane , profes- attended a we ek- long U .S.
sor of music and director of Percussion Camp held every
summer on campu s, Lane
percussion studies.
This- concert will feature the said . He founded the camp
percussion ensemble, marimba and hosts it every year.
Junior high , high school
orchestra, marimba quartets ,
marimba rag band and Latin students and college professors
are invited to attend the camp.
percussion groups.
There will also be a perfor- Lee said attendants are taught
mance on a glass marimba percussion in all of its areas.
"This camp gives a positive
built by former Eastern student
James Wyeth in 1940. The · outlook on !ife as far as perinstrument was donated to the cussion," Lane said .
The Percussion Groups will
percussion program last sum. mer.
also perform in a history fair
Most of the performers in March 30 on campus, Lee
the percussion groups have said.

Pageantrrom page one----------------

The pageant, coordinated
by the reigning Miss Black
EIU, Yolanda Williams, and
sponsored by the Black Student Union, will be the climax
of a weekend of entertainment for Eastern's black students.
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc.
is hosting a pre-pageant party
in the University Ballroom at
10 p.m. Friday, and the Black
Student Union is hosting
another party in the University Ballroom following Saturday's pageant.
In addition, Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity Inc. is hosting
parties for the campus on
both nights.

Saturday also marks the
third year that 20 and-5 Productions will be handling the
audio-visual effects of the
pageant.
When asked the different
types of music that we can
expect this year, Dave Shields
of 20 and 5 Productions said,
"This year there will be gospel
and spiritual , jazz, '70s soul
and some urban contemporary."
The production company is
also working side by side with
the contestants, helping them
in the process of choosing the
music and lighting to coincide
with each scene .
"20 and 5 is having more

official

notices

Official Notices are paid for by
the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices
, should be directed to the originator.

ARTS & HUMANmES MAJORS
Arts and Humanities majors planning to
enroll in upper division courses in the
Lumpkin College of Business for Summer
1996 and Fall 1996 must apply for a position on the priority list by completing an
application formin Room FAM 219, Doudna Fine Arts Center no later than
Wednesday.February 28, 1996. Arts and
Humanities . majors with minors in Business Administration must also do this if
they are planning to enroll in upper division courses in the College of Business
for Summer and Fall 1996.-James K.
Johnson, Dean,CA&H
PUBLIC ACT 85-1315

That's one land mine avoided. But how about Bob
W.rig~t, _cl1a)rm~n and CEO of
NBt?, How does he think he
comes across? What about the
late-night stars themselves ,
Leno and Letterman? Are they
amused or spitting nails? Why,
in fact, take on a project riddled with big names and big
egos and all the potential
angst that implies for a filmmaker? "I've actually asked
myself that question through
the process ," said Reitman ,
who as a successful director
and producer (".Ghostbusters"
and "Dave " are among his
credits) wields a bit of power
himself.
"I certainly was not doing it
for the money . . .. I hadn ' t
really done anything for TV
except for early series work, ''
he said. So why? "I liked the
book. It was one of those
things." The book is "The
Late Shift" by New York
Times television reporter Bill
Carter, who chronicled the
frantic efforts by, and on
behalf of, Leno and Letterman
Illinois law, Public Act 85-1315 requires all
persons entering a four year public or private institution of higher education to provide proof of immunization before-registering for a second semester. Proof of
immunity is required for diptheria/tetanus,
measles, mumps and rubella. A $25.00
late compliance fee will be assessed to
students who fail to provide proof of immunity or begin to receive the necessary
series of immunizations by March 5, 1996.
Students please be aware that srudents
found in non-compliance will have a hold
placed on their reords until compliance is
met-Lynette Drake, Director, University
Health Service

ELE/JHE ADVISEMENT
Advisement for rn_ajors assigned to the
Department 01Elementary & JHE will be
Friday, March 8, from 8:30 a.m. to noon in
the Arcola-Tuscola Room of the University
Union. Students should bring registration
materials and portfolios. No appointments
are necessary.-Carol Helwig, Chair
SU/FA REGISTRATION
Students assigned to the Academic Assis-

Want a Chance to Win $500!?

to gain "Tonight" upon Carson's 1992 retirement.
Carter's work grabbed Reitmah, and-hdt becc!Gse it was
about show business.
"I' ve always shied away
from backstage stories. I hate
movies about that, in general.
They have a tendency to be
inside," he said. "But this one
was so accurately written it
wasn't a parody of anything. "
"I thought the book told a very
emotional story of two men
who are friends , with great
dreams , similar dreams , who
ironically then have to confront each other, deal with
each other, compete with each
for the prize. '' Dreaming
aside, the movie co-written by
Carter and George Armitage
and directed by Betty Thomas
goes for the funny bone and
hits it.
All that is imagined as the
worst of Hollywood - the
greed, the posturing, the ambition - is laid out for our viewing pleasure. And we get to
watch just how smoothly the
sharks swim.
lance Center must make an appointment
to register for Summer/Fall 1996 term.
Appointments may be made beginning
Monday, February 26. The appointment
must be made in person. PHONE CALLS
FOR APPOINTMENT DATES WILL NOT
BE ACCEPTED. The Assistance Center
is located in Blair Hall, Room #100. Off1ce
hours are Monday through Friday, 8:00
a.m. - 4:30p.m. NOTE: If you miss your
initial advisement appointment, it will be
rescheduled toward the end of the registration period.-Mary Kelm, Academic
Assistance Director
INTERSHIP/FIELDWORK
All Leisure majors or minors planning to
take their Internship or Fieldwork during
the Summer or Fall Semester 1996, must
attend the following meeting. Tuesday,
Feb. 27, 1996, 4 p.m. McAfee-Room
137.-Dorothe Johnson, Internship/Fieldwork Coordinator
MOCK LSAT EXAM
A Mock LSAT exam, which is an excellent
way to prepare for the LSAT Exam, will be
given on Tuesday. February 27, at 5 p.m.
Deadline for applciations and payment is
Mond!iy, February 26, at 3 p.m., in Cole-
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of a voice (in the pageant) this
year," Shields said.
White will take stage to
Aretha Franklin's "Respect,"
Goldstein will enter to The
Brand New Heavies' "Brother
Sister" and Moore will walk
out to an a cappella version of
"Sweet Low, Sweet Chariot."
Traditionally, most of the
people in attendance (including both students and parents)
have been well-dressed to
sha°w support and respect for
the contestants.
"The pageant is a formal
event," said Angela Grimes, a
senior speech communication
major. "That's why people
come looking their best."

HBO fil1n takes on late-night fight
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Producer Ivan Reitman finds out
this weekeRC:li-ho""! yi~rs,take
fij •nis~T~; s'atinea-1 HBO · movie
detailing the guerrilla warfare
over
Johnny
Carson ' s
"Tonight Show" throne.
But he's already heard from
one key figure: Mikey likes it.
That's Michael Ovitz, president of Walt Disney Co. , who
in his previous life as Hollywood agent-czar helped engineer the deal that brought
David Letterman to CBS and
nearly pulled "Tonight " out
from under Jay Leno.
Ovitz (in a deliciously silken
turn by actor Treat Williams) is
among the behind-the-scenes
powerbrokers depicted in
HBO ' s "The Late Shift ,"
which debuts at 7 p.m. Saturday.
With the proper measure of
noblesse oblige, Ovitz didn 't
keep Reitman on edge.
"The only one who called
me up and has spoken about
his own portrayal has been
Michael Ovitz, who really liked
it," Reitman reports.
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111991 Little Caesar Enterp~ises, Inc.
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